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Connecting the Dots

A Handbook Series for Teachers of English Language Arts

Grades 6-8
Connecting the Dots: A Handbook Series for Teachers of Grades 6-8 ELA

Volume I
Activities for English Language Arts
Isn't this exciting? You have just broken the shrink wrap on the first installment of \textbf{Connecting the Dots}, a handbook series for teachers of 6-8 English Language Arts. Wow!

The Plan is that each year a new volume will be added. This handbook attempts to clarify some points, to provide a framework for new teachers and to give veterans some new ideas. It also attempts to clear up some misconceptions about the direction of the new curriculum.

Remember what happened the last time you skipped the assembly directions? To ensure best use of the handbook, please use the quick start directions below. You'll be glad you did!

**Assembly:** Connecting the Dots is designed to grow into a 2" three-ring binder. Choose one that has a clear cover and spine as the cover and spine are enclosed.

**Components:** Connecting the Dots is designed to continue with additional volumes. Included in this installment are:

- Volume I: Activities to use in the classroom
- Volume II: All about books

**Disclaimer**

This handbook series is NOT the end-all be-all. It is an attempt (a good attempt, we hope) at providing teachers with another resource to use to support the SCS. The materials in this handbook are NOT mandated and are NOT required.

If you have comments about or suggestions for Connecting the Dots, e-mail Johna Faulconer at jfaulcondpi.state.nc.us

Happy Reading!
Grade 6 Activities
Teacher Preparation

After observing his last cooperative learning activity, Luis realized that his class needed focused practice on group work. For example, he noticed that they talked more than they listened to one another. He also saw that they were defensive rather than open to the healthy disagreement that results in a good exchange of ideas. A quick look through his North Carolina Standard Course of Study presented a number of opportunities for addressing this issue in class.

Because all students enjoy travel, he decided to blend the two by having large groups decide things that they would need for a long trip, with the final list requiring consensus from all group members. To prepare, he chose a poem, a short story, and an informational article with a common theme of travel to far-away places. He then divided his class into groups of about eight and mentally rehearsed an activity that they could use to build background knowledge before reading. With the idea thoroughly reviewed, he made a transparency of the directions that the students would use and then gathered the appropriate supplies.

Activity Starter

Luis gave each of the groups a marker and chart paper or colored bulletin board paper. Using a prepared model, he had them draw the following table on their paper:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Things that have to go on the trip!</th>
<th>Reasons why they are a must-have:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next he asked the groups to imagine that they were going on a long journey and wouldn't be home again for at least one month. Luis encouraged students to use a place they had studied in social studies. He then required them to brainstorm everything that they might need on this trip, highlighting the difference between things that they truly needed versus things they simply wanted to take.

When that was complete, he had his students turn to the charts: In the first column, Luis challenged them to list the five most important things that they would need to take with them. In the second, he required reasons for these choices. He then reminded the students that these large groups must come to consensus on the five choices with a rationale for each.

As groups began to finish, he asked individuals to reflect in their journals on the assignment; for example: How were the group's final choices made? Were all students given equal time to express opinions? What suggestions do you have for streamlining this process of group discussion? Were you pleased with the final chart? Do you agree with the choices? If no, do you accept that they are best in the group's opinion?
When all groups were done, Luis helped each recorder post the chart on the wall and then had one student present the list to the remainder of the class, spotlighting the difficulties and rewards that the group experienced during the course of actually coming to agreement. Finally, he circled the similarities and underlined the differences found on the students' charts as a way to process the actual trip lists.

Luis transitioned from this activity into the three texts about travel to faraway places. Finally, he created a connection between the charts and the texts by spotlighting such things as the trip preparations that the authors made and reasons why they wanted to visit this place. He also pointed out that just as people prepare to go on trips, they needed to prepare to read (pre-reading by building their background knowledge and interest, as they had just done).

**Making the Connection**

After reading, Luis asked the students to review their chart responses and the items that the authors targeted in the text. How were they different? The same? They then discussed cross-country and international travel, and asked how many would like to travel to a faraway place and where that place might be. He mentioned some of the opportunities that were available to them; for example: personal and family vacations, study abroad programs through universities, tour groups, and work-related travel.

He knew that if further exploration was warranted, he could ask students to research their targeted place of travel and then design an advertising brochure, newsletter, or infomercial for this location.

**Objectives Addressed**

1.03 Interact appropriately in group settings by...listening attentively... contributing relevant comments.

1.04 Reflect on learning experiences by...interpreting how personal circumstances...

2.01 Explore informational materials that are read, heard, and/or viewed by... determining the importance of...
Writing Autobiographies and Biographies

Teacher Preparation

Terry strongly believed that only through understanding ourselves can we understand others, and he planned to emphasize autobiographies and biographies accordingly. He realized that young students must have structure for their reading and analysis, however, so he carefully collected samples of each from their basal texts, the school’s library, and even television programs that featured biographies. After gathering his literary sampler, he decided on discussion questions that could be applied to any of them; for example:

- How does the author (or television narrator) organize the writing (or program) to establish significant events?
- Can you vividly picture (or feel) the emotions and details through the writing (or narration)?
- Which passages or segments were most memorable for you? What made these particularly memorable?
- How does the author (or narrator) use suspense, dialogue, or other literary elements to enhance the account?
- How would you have presented this material?

Terry planned to read the stories and show two television clips, leading a discussion on each that featured the specific questions he had chosen. As they moved through his selections, he would ask students to list the techniques that they found most valuable from each story or televised account, eventually compiling a checklist that they could use when writing their own autobiographies and biographies.

With these decisions made, he double-checked his selections, listed the guiding questions on a transparency, and gathered colored sheets of paper for student use. He also posted blank chart paper for a final class checklist of common elements compiled from the students’ individual lists. Finally, he carefully thought through his lesson and anticipated the next day’s excitement.

Activity Starter

Terry began the lesson by showing a biographical clip from television that featured a popular movie star. He then moved into a printed biography and when that was read, introduced the terms autobiography and biography. He also introduced his discussion questions. Finally, he distributed the colored paper and asked students to begin a running list of common techniques and suggestions that made this type of writing come alive for readers.

After the reading, viewing, discussing, and note-taking from each selection was complete, Terry asked the students to help him compile a class list of common elements on the chart paper; this was accomplished by listing all repeated information found on the individual students’ lists. For example, most of the biographies and autobiographies included information pertaining to birthplace, birthdate, favorite hobbies as a child, etc. He then transitioned into the students writing personal autobiographies or biographical accounts based on the lives of their parents,
grandparents, or another adult. The group brainstormed interview questions appropriate for those writing about another person, and they established a deadline for the data collection.

When all materials were ready, the class moved through their writing assignment using a process approach. The final products were eventually collected into a class book, photocopied for each student, and celebrated at an Authors' Tea.

Making the Connection

Terry believed that students must recognize the unique contributions others make in their lives if they are to grow into adults who can, in turn, identify their own influence in the lives of others. He knew that this study could initiate the beginnings of this understanding, so he continued this theme throughout the year in many forms.

He also involved significant adults in his classroom; for example, he scanned the students' autobiographies for people who were important to them, and he occasionally invited these adults to read to the class, chaperone field trips or after-school activities, or simply join the class for lunch. In this way he made certain that his students' personal connections included a strong and relevant link to education.

Objectives Addressed

1.01 Narrate a fictional or autobiographical account which...tells a story...
1.02 Explore expressive materials that are read, heard, and viewed by...creating an artistic expression...
1.04 Reflect on learning experiences by...describing personal learning growth...
2.01 Explore informational materials that are read, heard, and/or viewed by...reviewing the characteristics...
5.01 Increase fluency, comprehension, and insight through a meaningful and comprehensive reading program by...reading literature...
6.01 Demonstrate an understanding of conventional written and spoken expression by...using a variety of sentence types
6.02 Identify and edit errors in spoken and written English by...producing final drafts...
Understanding Inference

Teacher Preparation

Don came to quickly understand that sixth graders are simply not abstract thinkers! He therefore identified drawing inferences as a skill that they may have difficulty with, yet one that is critically important to their development as literate thinkers.

He began his fiction unit by working with his students on identifying basic story elements. When he felt that those had been mastered, he moved to the harder concept of drawing inferences, or conclusions, based on their reading and viewing skills.

He used three general questions to guide his reflection and planning:

- How can I use my students’ skill in identifying story elements to move them into higher levels of thinking about the ways that stories are structured?
- What is the most concrete story element I can start with as I facilitate my students’ cognitive leap from literal to interpretive thinking?
- How can I use visualization to help students see the inferences that they will be making?

Don knew that his students were highly visual, so he decided to introduce the concept with a movie clip from an old favorite that contained inferences. He asked the media specialist to check their policy for video procedures, and then he brainstormed possible films with her. Don knew that he had to find one that was entertaining, appropriate for sixth graders, and yet contained a scene where the viewer had to interpret the character’s feelings.

Once the film’s selection was made and approved, he completed his plans, organized a half sheet of chart paper and a marker for each student, posted the titles of their last four short stories on sentence strips, and forwarded the movie to the right spot. When everything was ready, he made an activity model of his own and then walked through his lesson plan.

Activity Starter

First: Don began the day’s activity by showing the students a five-minute clip from the movie that he had selected. After viewing that segment, he asked his students a variety of questions; for example: What do you think (the character) thinks of the (situation/other character/etc.)? Why do you believe this? How can you prove this? He then used these assumptions and opinions as an opportunity to reinforce the concept of “inferencing.”

Second: He directed the students to the four short story titles that were posted around the room and asked them to recall brief summaries of each. Don then asked the students to silently select their favorite from among those listed. He gave them each a half-sheet of chart paper and a marker and directed them to write the story’s title at the top of the page.

Third: He next asked them to draw a large outline of the main character on their papers and to write the following words in these specific places: Beside of the head, they wrote thoughts; beside of the heart, feelings; and around the knees, actions. Don shared an overhead transparency of his model to help the students visualize this framework.
Finally: Don then asked the students to go back through the selected stories and make notes in the appropriate places about the characters' thoughts, feelings, and actions. He continuously made the point that some of their responses would be found in print in the story, while others would be conclusions known to the reader without corroboration through printed facts. To underscore this point, he had the students list page numbers beside the things they could prove from the print; for the rest he required that they supply their own reasons.

He concluded by asking the students to get into groups with others who had selected the same story and to then discuss common and different points. Once that was done, students posted the images on the walls underneath the appropriate story title. He then invited everyone to move around the room and enjoy the display.

**Making the Connection**

As Don continued to work with this concept, he periodically asked his students to use their journals as a place to jot down inferences they made about situations or people within a day's time period. He even challenged them to carry their journals with them as they moved through the halls at school, while they ate lunch, rode on the bus, and interacted with their friends and family at home. His goal was for his students to become very adept at drawing conclusions or inferences in life, just as he wanted them to do in fiction.

**Objectives Addressed**

1.02 Explore expressive materials that are read, heard, and viewed by... creating an artistic interpretation...
1.03 Interact appropriately in group settings by...contribute relevant comments...
1.04 Reflect on learning experiences by...describing personal learning growth...
2.01 Explore informational materials that are read, heard, and/or viewed by... making connections to related...
4.02 Develop (with teacher assistance) and apply appropriate criteria to evaluate the quality of communication by...drawing conclusions based on evidence...
4.03 Recognize and develop a stance of a critic by...considering alternative points of view
5.01 Increase fluency, comprehension, and insight through a meaningful and comprehensive reading program by...reading literature and other selections...
5.02 Study the characteristics of literary genres (fiction, nonfiction, drama, and poetry) through...exploring what impact literary...
Creating Relevant Connections through Letter Writing

Teacher Preparation

Ralf noticed that his students often brought their favorite magazines to English Language Arts, and that they traded them around with much more enthusiasm than they showed when discussing their latest class novel. After a few general observations, he concluded that biographies of the hottest heartthrobs and stats on professional athletes were among his students' favorite topics.

Ralf wondered how he could steer their enthusiasm for pop culture into an appropriate activity for the classroom. He thought back to the time that he had joined a fan club in middle school and had actually gotten an autographed picture back; he had been so-o-o excited! Ralf decided to give his students the same thrill by learning about and writing a letter to their latest idol.

He planned to combine their reading of informational text with letter writing in order to accomplish this. To prepare, Ralf asked his media specialist to help him gather several articles about athletes, actors, and other popular celebrities, and he decided to ask students to contribute a few of their favorites. He reviewed their English text for information on letter writing and enlisted the media/technology specialist to help him find addresses via the Internet. Finally, he found his stack of sticky note pads and mentally rehearsed his lesson plan.

Activity Starter

Ralf shared his classroom observations about teenage magazines with his students, and he told them about the assignment to write letters to a few of their favorite celebrities. He distributed his collection of articles among them, inviting the class to share their own as well. Next, he allowed 30 minutes for students to read their articles and record questions or comments about them on the sticky note pads, leaving the sheets stuck to the spot that had triggered the question or remark.

Once that was completed, he reviewed the formats for both friendly and business letters and guided the students to conclude that friendly letters were more appropriate for this particular task. He took the students to the technology lab where the media/technology specialist helped them locate appropriate addresses. Once that was done, he challenged the students to draft letters their celebrities, incorporating a few of the most important questions or comments that they had generated from their reading.

The students then selected a partner for peer editing, reading each other's letter for clarity and for correct grammar and language conventions. Finally, they shared their letters with Ralf, copied or typed them as final drafts, and gave them to their teacher to mail.
Making the Connection

It became obvious to these students that letter writing is a powerful tool. Ralf helped them to understand that they can always find a way to connect with the world around them through the printed word. For example, he later helped them write letters of concern about substandard merchandise that they had purchased, and they also wrote letters to both their local Congressperson and the school's administrator about specific policies that they questioned.

Objectives Addressed

1.03 Interact appropriately in group settings by...contributing relevant comments connecting...
2.01 Explore informational materials that are read, heard, and/or viewed by...making connections... and generating questions...
5.01 Increase fluency, comprehension, and insight through a meaningful and comprehensive reading program by...reading self-selected literature...
6.01 Demonstrate an understanding of conventional written and spoken expression by...using variety of sentence types... using appropriate subject-verb agreement...
6.02 Identify and edit errors in spoken and written English by...producing final drafts that demonstrate...
Writing Letters to Support Your Point of View

Teacher Preparation

Ann picked up the newspaper and noticed a local headline that she knew would interest her middle school students. She discovered that the school board had approved a new policy requiring a minimum 2.0 Grade Point Average for students who wanted to participate on an athletic team or in an after-school club. The article noted that the policy would take effect during the next academic year.

Ann knew that this topic would be of great interest to her students because many of them had older brothers and sisters who were athletes or club members, and because many of them were themselves interested in these activities. Therefore, she secured copies of the article for them to read and discuss the next day. She decided to use letter writing as the culminating event in the lesson, so she checked her text for the appropriate pages, gathered chart paper and markers, and carefully thought through her lesson.

Activity Starter

Ann distributed a copy of the article to each of her students, and she led them in reading the article aloud. She then initiated an informal discussion regarding the proposed policy change. Together they raised a lot of good questions, and she recorded many of them on the overhead. For example:

- Why would the board make this change?
- How does this change impact who does and doesn't participate?
- Can you get back on a team or in a club if your average improves?
- Who would most likely suffer from this policy change?
- How can I validate whether I agree or disagree with this policy?

Ann carefully structured the remaining discussion to include as many answers as she knew. She marked the remaining questions so the students could ask those in their letters.

Next, Ann asked her students to take a stand based on their feelings and the preceding reading and discussion. Was each person for or against the policy change? She asked the students to give a thumbs-up or thumbs-down to indicate their opinions, and she allowed the class to divide itself based on this display.

Each side took a piece of chart paper and markers and created a web that detailed as many reasons for their position as they could. After explaining that there really was strength in numbers, Ann asked each student to write an individual letter to the school board members stating and validating his/her position regarding the new policy.

After they revised and edited their letters, they shared them with someone in the class who had a different opinion, and Ann collected them to mail.
Making the Connection

Ann knew that simply having an opinion isn’t good enough; instead, you must be able to validate it with sound reasoning and then express it using good communication skills. She wanted her students to not only understand this, but to also relate it to many other situations in their lives outside of her classroom. To nurture this, she often brought in things like Letters to the Editor and other current events for discussion.

She then began to make a low-key transfer into her students’ lives by asking them for their opinions on issues like classroom decisions and scenarios involving potential social situations that they might face. She always came back to the fact that reflection, careful thought, and sound reasoning must precede a mature opinion.

Objectives Addressed

1.03 Interact appropriately in group settings by... contributing relevant comments...
1.04 Reflect on learning experiences by... interpreting how personal circumstances...
2.01 Explore informational materials that are read, heard and/or viewed by... making connections...
3.01 Respond to public documents, such as editorials and school or community policies, that establish a position by... communicating the position clearly...
3.03 Study arguments that evaluate through... preparing individual essays...
4.01 Determine the purpose of the author or creator by identifying and exploring the underlying assumptions...
Teacher Preparation

Pam quickly came to realize that sixth graders are an opinionated lot! In addition, she understood that they learn best when physical movement is part of a lesson, for even brief periods of movement replenish needed oxygen supplies to the brain; therefore, she knew that combining movement with spoken language would increase learning.

Pam wanted to capitalize on her students’ need for movement and the fact that they love to share their opinions, so she decided to set up an agree/disagree activity based on topics relevant to current school policies. To prepare, she asked her team to spend part of their planning period helping her generate a list of topics for the students, which she wrote on large sentence strips. For example:

- Schools should have dress codes.
- Students should be required to wear uniforms to school.
- The current lunchroom rules are fair.
- Schools should have police officers stationed in them for increased safety.
- Teenagers outside of the school’s student body should be allowed to attend school dances.
- Students should be allowed to buy soft drinks for lunch.
- This school should allow two fifteen-minute breaks a day.

She then printed the word Agree on a colorful half-piece of poster board and the word Disagree on another. She taped them on opposite walls in her classroom to create two open areas in which students could stand. Finally, Pam thought through a few basic rules concerning movement and mentally rehearsed her lesson.

Activity Starter

First, Pam explained the activity and called for student support of the rules. She asked the students to stand beside their chairs and listen carefully to each printed statement that she was going to read (and post). She then read the first statement and directed students to go and stand under the appropriate Agree or Disagree sign, according to his or her opinion of the statement. When all students were in place under the two signs, she processed the first statement by asking selected students to explain the reasons for their positions. (Pam knew that this justification might sway some students to the other side, which was appropriate. When this happened, she invited the student to discuss why s/he was drawn to the other side, and then she allowed the student to actually move to stand under the opposite sign.)

Next, Pam repeated the procedure with a new opinion statement until all statements were discussed. She then extended the activity by asking students to brainstorm their own statements of opinion, and she allowed them to discuss the statements in self-selected groups of four.

Finally, she asked the students to choose any single opinion statement shared that day (from the posted strips) and write paragraphs explaining their positions. The students then closed the lesson by sharing their written opinions in their small groups.
Making the Connection

Pam closed her lesson by returning to the fact that the opinions of others often sway our own. She referenced peer pressure as one example and called for illustrations of this from the students' own lives.

Finally, she asked the class to think about rules and policies, and the fact that they are established for our benefit, even if we don't agree. With that in mind, she challenged the students to think about their lives outside of school and to make a list of rules that govern a given situation such as at home, with friends, or in an organized club. She then asked: Do you agree or disagree with the rules? If you could change one, add one, or delete one, which one would it be and why? (Responses were shared verbally and in writing.)

Objectives Addressed

1.03 Interact appropriately in group settings by...listening attentively and contributing relevant comments
3.01 Respond to public documents such as editorials and school or community policies that establish a position by...distinguishing between fact and opinion
3.02 Study arguments that evaluate through...exploring examples
4.03 Recognize and develop the stance of a critic by...considering alternative points of view
6.01 Demonstrate an understanding of conventional written and spoken expression by...developing an awareness of language conventions
Opinion vs. Fact

Teacher Preparation

Maria knew that her students would be exposed to many opinions during their lives, in both academic and personal situations. Therefore, she wanted them to be able to do two things accurately: First, identify an opinion versus a fact; and second, evaluate the arguments supporting the opinion, therefore, coming to a conclusion about the opinion's validity. By targeting this, she knew she could move her students to a higher level of critical reading and life-skills applications.

She decided to present this difficult concept in two steps, allowing students to spend an unspecified amount of time with each. To prepare for these steps, she selected a box full of old photographs and then invited students to bring in a few of their own (informal shots in a setting as opposed to head-and-shoulders portraits). She and the media specialist then spent several days collecting appropriate editorials and Letters to the Editor from the local newspaper, the neighboring high school's newspaper, and other periodicals like teenage magazines. Finally, she thought through the day's lesson and organized her supplies.

Activity Starter

Step One: Maria invited her students to browse through the box of photographs and select one, or to share the ones they brought from home. (Each student had an individual photo that was unfamiliar.) Next she asked them to silently study their pictures, recording as many facts as possible about the photo. When they were done, she had them list any opinions they had about what was happening in the picture. Finally, Maria required students to validate these opinions by writing as many supporting facts (from the photo) as possible beside the stated opinion. She ended this segment of the activity by making absolutely certain that her students understood the relationship, and yet the difference, between fact and opinion. She asked a few volunteers to share aloud the difference between fact and opinion.

Step Two: She handed out Letters to the Editor or other forms of editorials that she had gathered earlier with the media specialist. After those were distributed, she asked the students to partner with the person next to them to form pairs. They read the text together and then listed the facts and opinions found there in a way similar to the photograph activity.

Making the Connection

When they were done, Maria asked students to brainstorm events in their lives that forced them to examine facts versus opinions; for example, friendships, rumors, music and movie ratings, or fashion. She then centered a discussion around issues of their choosing.

She closed the day with a mental note: An interesting extension might be to play recorded editorial commentary from the television or radio, which would not only reinforce this lesson, but would also bring in listening comprehension skills.
Objectives Addressed

1.04 Reflect on learning experiences by...interpreting how personal circumstances...
2.01 Explore informational materials...making connections to related topics...
3.01 Respond to public documents...distinguishing between fact and opinion
5.01 Increase fluency, comprehension, and insight through a meaningful and comprehensive reading program by...reading literature and other materials...
Problem-Solution Process

Teacher Preparation

Mike wanted his students to thoroughly explore the problem-solution process because he readily identified this as a critical skill for academic achievement, career accomplishments, and success in everyday life. He decided to introduce the concept through a listing of current school and community issues that had recently caused heated conversation among the students and their parents; for example, problems with students' dress, teenagers loitering around the shopping mall, and the need for business rezoning that would displace the local park's bicycle trail. He then brainstormed his own responses in anticipation of the coming discussion, and he even searched the Internet for additional information that he could share.

Next, Mike chose a newspaper article and a short story that featured a similar problem-solution process, which he decided to have the students read and debrief in small groups of four. He reviewed the two texts, divided the students, made note cards for the groups listing key points from the issues, created a graphic organizer illustrating the problem-solution process, and gathered his supplies. He then mentally rehearsed the two-day lesson.

Activity Starter

Day One: After organizing the students in their small groups, Mike gave each cluster a notecard that had one of the selected school or community issues printed on it; the back of the card listed key points about the issue taken from his research. Next he supplied each group with chart paper and required that a recorder list the key points of the discussion. To begin, groups brainstormed possible solutions to the identified problems, carefully noting the pros and cons of each solution. Did the advantages outweigh the disadvantages or vice versa? If the cons outweighed the pros in number, did this mean that the solution was not a good one? Could it be modified? What were the short and long-range consequences?

When their discussion was completed, the groups posted their key points and shared them. Finally, the students read and discussed another example through the newspaper article.

Day Two: Mike asked the small groups to read the short story that contained a more detailed problem-solution example. He debriefed the story by having each group critique the final decision made by the character and then asking them to speculate the consequences if a different decision had been made.
Making the Connection

Once the activity was complete, Mike asked his students to brainstorm other issues that were important to them and perhaps their parents but that were not listed in the opening activity. He challenged them to brainstorm solutions to these problems and to evaluate the solutions according to the consequences. Next, he asked them to share this conversation with their parents, gathering their opinions as well. Finally, Mike challenged them to reflect on this question: Have these conversations changed your opinions in some way? How? Why? Once the entire activity was completed, he encouraged them to take action on the issues through letter writing.

Objectives Addressed

1.03 Interact appropriately in group settings by...contributing relevant comments
1.04 Reflect on learning experiences by...interpreting how personal...
2.01 Explore informational materials...making connections to related...
3.01 Respond to public documents by...communicating the position clearly, appropriately...
3.02 Explore the problem solution process by...studying examples (in literature)
5.01 Increase fluency, comprehension, and insight through a meaningful and comprehensive reading program by...reading literature and other materials...
Exploring the Problem-Solution Process

Teacher Preparation

Dorothea wanted to introduce a problem-solution process to her students because she knew that they would find it a valuable tool to use with the problems they faced at school and in their social lives. She wanted a really catchy introduction to the concept so that her students would be intrigued enough to really focus on it, which would lead them to understand its worth.

She decided to use comic strips and animated cartoons to bring the problem-solution process to life. She was hopeful that this would be a good lesson that all of her students, even her lower readers, would be able to understand. Dorothea acquired a video clip of a popular cartoon where one of the characters was facing a problem. She also collected comic strips out of the daily and Sunday newspapers in which cartoon characters faced dilemmas. Finally, she made an index card outlining each step in her lesson so that she could refer to it if necessary, and then carefully reviewed her lesson.

Activity Starter

Dorothea began her lesson by asking the students to share some problems that they had recently faced, perhaps a large homework assignment that they knew would conflict with a ballgame in which they were playing, a party they wanted to attend but were afraid to ask for parental permission, or a friend who encouraged them to share their homework or test answers. As they called out their responses, she listed them on the board but purposefully ignored the solutions that the students may have employed.

She introduced the video clip by asking the students to watch for a problem that the main characters faced, and then she showed it to the class. Afterwards, she led them in a discussion of what the problem was, and they brainstormed possible causes for it. Since it was a cartoon, she emphasized that the cause of the problem was pretty transparent; however, they still brainstormed all of the other feasible causes in addition to the most obvious.

Next, the class developed a list of solutions to the problem based on its most-likely cause. They decided individually which solution would best fit the situation and then justified it in a well-written paragraph. Dorothea reminded the students that they should include clear examples and supporting details in their paragraphs. Many shared their paragraphs, and then the class worked towards a consensus on which solution they liked best based on the total responses.

Once that was done, Dorothea distributed a comic strip to each student. She reminded them of the process that they had just used with the videotaped cartoon, and she asked them to replicate it with their individual comic strip: identify the problem, brainstorm possible causes, narrow the list down to the most probable cause(s), brainstorm possible solutions to the problem, choose the solution they think will be most successful, and write a paragraph justifying their solution with specific details and clear examples. A first draft was due the next day. To close the lesson, Dorothea invited her students to assist her in designing a rubric that they could use to score the final products.
After it was critiqued and edited the following day by classmates, the students created a final draft that was well polished. Dorothea reminded them that a final draft should demonstrate accurate spelling and the correct usage of punctuation, capitalization, and format. The students presented their comic strips and paragraphs to the class by displaying them on a bulletin board in the hallway.

On a final note, Dorothea and the class returned to the original list of personal problems that they had faced, and they all agreed that this process would work well in addressing each of them.

**Making the Connection**

Dorothea helped her students identify a logical process by which they could develop solutions to their problems; for example, when there was no longer a paper towel dispenser in the girls' restroom on the seventh grade hall, she met with the girls to use a problem-solution process to decide how they should attempt to solve this problem.

She revisited this process when conflicts arose in the classroom, and the guidance counselor further explored the problem-solution process when discussing peer mediation and conflict resolution. Further, Dorothea had her students use the process when characters in the short stories and novels they were reading had conflicts. Dorothea's students had learned a valuable skill that they would continue to use in her classroom, in other courses, and in life.

**Objectives Addressed**

3.02 Use the problem-solution process by...

3.03 Create arguments that evaluate by...stating a firm judgment; justifying the judgment...

6.02 Continue to identify and edit errors in spoken and written English by...using common spelling rules...mastering proofreading symbols...producing final drafts...
Reviewer Bias

Teacher Preparation

Each Monday Kareemah gave her students an opportunity to share their weekend exploits with the class, and after about a month she realized that when it came to summarizing and critiquing movies, her students earned an A+. They really seemed to enjoy watching movies playing at the theatre, rented from the video store, or running on television. Kareemah wondered how she could channel her students’ natural enthusiasm for movies into an educational activity, and then it hit her. She could actually share printed reviews of the movies they were enjoying and then have them write their own, or she could even show them a movie and then follow it up with the review. Kareemah secretly thought that this might be her most successful lesson ever!

To prepare, she gathered several examples of current movie reviews from magazines, the local newspaper, and the Internet, making certain that they represented movies that her students may have seen or heard their friends discuss. She then divided the students into small groups of three, organized some chart paper and markers, and signed up for time in the computer lab. Finally, she mentally reviewed her lesson and double-checked her supplies.

Activity Starter

Kareemah eagerly introduced the lesson, for she knew that her students would love it! Everyone quickly got into their assigned groups and began to read their supplied movie reviews. As they read, they used the chart paper to record notes of the things they liked best and least about the review based on their knowledge of the movie. Kareemah directed the students to pay special attention to potential bias that the reviewer may have had, after highlighting this concept in detail. She also asked them to state the audience that they felt the reviewer had targeted with the critique.

The class then discussed their findings and compiled them into a how-to manual for writing movie reviews. Kareemah typed this overnight and distributed a copy to each student the next day. She then assigned them to write their own movie reviews over the next week, serving an audience of adolescents their own ages.

When the reviews were complete, the students spent a class period utilizing a peer review process to revise for content and grammatical errors. They then went to the computer lab to type their final copies and posted the completed assignments on a hall bulletin board for everyone to read. Finally, the students selected a few for presentation on the school’s daily closed circuit news program and for publication in the student newspaper.
Making the Connection

Kareemah emphasized that her students should think like critics in many of life’s situations. Not only did they eventually develop the skills necessary to judge a movie without bias, but they also began to think about potential bias in other situations. For example, Kareemah encouraged her students to think beyond film to reviews of books and to the political commentary they heard on television news shows. She noticed that they began to ask themselves about the purpose and motive behind things that they heard and read, and that they no longer took statements at face value. Her students were indeed gaining the skills they needed to be wise consumers and thoughtful citizens!

Objectives Addressed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>Explore expressive materials that are read, heard, and viewed by discussing media formally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>Interact appropriately in group settings by listening attentively and contributing relevant comments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>Explore informational materials that are read, heard, and/or viewed by reviewing characteristics of information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>Use multiple sources of print and non-print information in developing informational materials such as brochures, newsletters, and infomercials by exploring a variety of sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>Respond to public documents such as editorials and school or community policies that establish a position by communicating the position clearly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>Study arguments that evaluate through preparing individual and/or group essays.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>Determine the purpose of the author or creator by exploring a bias, apparent or hidden messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>Develop (with teacher assistance) and apply appropriate criteria to evaluate the quality of communication by considering the implications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>Recognize and develop a stance of a critic by remaining fair-minded and open to other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>Demonstrate an understanding of conventional written and spoken expression by using variety of sentence subject verb agreement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>Identify and edit errors in spoken and written English by producing final drafts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Teacher Preparation

Gayle wanted to ensure a great deal of student interest in poetry because she intended to weave it throughout her year's teaching, using it to emphasize a variety of things in her classroom. She decided to introduce her study through a hands-on approach to the way poets use words to create text. To prepare, Gayle selected a poem of medium length that was written by a poet popular with adolescents. She then actually went through it, listing the key words that formed the poem. She printed these on brightly colored poster paper in the center of her bulletin board, reserving the area around the key words for the poems that her students would create. Finally, she reviewed her lesson, made a transparency of the poet's original work, and gathered colored sheets of paper for her students' final drafts.

Activity Starter

Gayle explained to the students that they were looking at a list of words taken from a poem written by one of their favorite poets; however, she told them that they would not see the original poem at this time. She asked: Can you predict the topic for the original by reviewing this list? Can you guess what the opening line might be?

Now that they were thinking about creating poetry, Gayle challenged them to write their own by using every word on the list supplied. After a process writing approach had been employed and the students were done with their poems, she had them copy the final drafts onto colored sheets of paper and illustrate them. Volunteers shared with the class and then Gayle posted all poems on the bulletin board and along the surrounding walls.

Finally, she shared the poet's original work with them. Were theirs similar? She used the differences and similarities to point out the vast possibilities that can be found through written words. She then suggested that students submit some of their pieces to the school or local newspaper, or to the school's Website for possible publication.
Making the Connection

Gayle later brought in the lyrics to several popular songs and asked the students if they’d ever thought of music as poetry. She challenged them to try their hand at writing a song, either individually or with a friend, and she asked the music teacher to work with the students to add sound to their lyrics. Also, she asked them to spend one week recording the places where they encountered poetry in their everyday lives, stressing its enormous influence on our society. Finally, she allowed time for sharing their work and posted several examples on the bulletin board. Gayle was now ready to weave poetry throughout many of her year’s activities!

Objectives Addressed

1.02 Explore expressive materials by...creating artistic interpretation
5.01 Increase fluency, comprehension, and insight through a meaningful and comprehensive reading program by...using effective reading strategies...
5.02 Study the characteristics of literary genres (fiction, nonfiction, drama, and poetry)
6.02 Identify and edit errors in spoken and written English by...producing final drafts
6.01 Demonstrate an understanding of conventional written and spoken expression by...extending vocabulary knowledge
Potential poems surround us, and Martina wanted to make certain that her sixth graders not only realized this but also freed their own creativity by tapping this potential. For example, something as simple as the tinkle of wind chimes on a quiet day or a baby’s delighted giggle can stir the mind to create beautiful poetic descriptions if a person is aware of the world.

Martina wanted to help her students connect with this peaceful and beautiful side of daily life; therefore, she decided to structure her opening poetry lesson around some of these possibilities. She planned to integrate poetry throughout all of their literary and communication studies for the year, so she wanted to present some sort of focal point, or symbol, that they could post in the classroom and reference. After a great deal of thought, she made her decision.

She asked the art teacher to help her outline a huge traditional #2 yellow pencil with a dark pink eraser. Instead of the typical brand name on the side, she printed “My pencil contains words that have never been written in this way!” She then posted a copy of W.S. Merwin’s poem, “The Pencil,” under it. With that accomplished, Martina sharpened a new yellow pencil for each student, found a few of her own favorite poems to share, and mentally rehearsed her plans.

Activity Starter

Martina began her lesson by asking the students if there was something new and unusual in their classroom. After the immediate reference to the large paper pencil, she called on a student to read Merwin’s poem. She then passed out the new pencils to her students and asked them to imagine all of the words that were hidden in the pencil’s point. These, she emphasized, could well be words that had never been written, spoken, or even imagined in that particular way before, and that it was up to each student to capture those very words on paper. This pencil, she ended, was surely a place where poems hide.

She asked her students to take out their writers’ notebooks and brainstorm places where poems could be hiding, just waiting for their pencils to capture them; for example: their sock drawers, their shoes, their lockers, a basketball game in the gym or in a neighbor’s driveway, or a backyard bird feeder. Martina asked the students to share their lists with each other and to call out one example each for the entire class.

The students then began to construct poems from an item on their lists or someone else’s. First they wrote in sentence form; for example: “A poem hides in my dirty sneakers. It’s just lurking there waiting on my feet to find it!” After the students had written two or three sentences, Martina modeled ways to structure their words in a more poetic form. This technique featured line breaks that were both readable and visually appealing, like:
A poem hides
In my dirty sneakers
Lurking there
Waiting
On my feet to find it!

After the students played around with different ways they could line break their poems, Martina gave them an opportunity to finish their work, share it, and then post it in the room near the large class pencil. In addition, she had them share a portion of their poetry with the other teachers at the next several faculty meetings.

Making the Connection

Martina’s pencil remained a year-long focal point on a back wall, where she continuously rotated examples of poetry in everyday life that her students wrote. She also emphasized the poetic potential that surrounded her young writers, and she often structured their assignments to include critiques of favorite poems from parents and other adults.

Objectives Addressed

1.02 Explore expressive materials that are read, heard, and viewed by...creating an artistic expression...
5.02 Study the characteristics of literary genres (fiction, nonfiction, drama, and poetry) through...exploring what impact literary elements...
6.02 Identify and edit errors in spoken and written English by...producing final drafts
Teacher Preparation

Like most teachers, Kenisha found that a small part of her always seemed to be in her classroom. Therefore, she wasn't surprised when she and her family sat down at a sports-themed restaurant one Saturday afternoon, and she immediately thought of her English Language Arts class. The kids' menu was exactly what she needed to help her students understand the value of alliteration in real-life writing. She was thrilled over this winning combination! The menu featured:

No Doggin' Hot Dogs
No Foul French Fries
Milk for Muscles
Nothin' But Net Noodles
Overtime Onion Rings
Jammin' Juices

The manager was happy to give her a stack of the paper menus that she could use in her classroom. When she returned to school, she gathered poster board and markers, divided the class into groups of three, and reviewed her idea.

Activity Starter

First, Kenisha introduced the concept of figurative language to her students, and she shared samples of alliteration from poetry that was popular with her class. She then gave them copies of the restaurant menu that she had come across Saturday, and she used it as an example of alliteration in action. Once she was comfortable that they all understood the concept, she moved on to an interesting application of it.

She challenged the students to invent a restaurant anywhere in the world, give it a name, and produce a menu using alliteration in each item. To accomplish this, Kenisha grouped the students into Think, Pair, Share triads. She gave each cluster a sheet of poster board and several markers. Students were to write eight food items and two drink items and decorate their menu with a theme appropriate to the restaurant they had invented.

After about forty-five minutes of work time, students shared their products with each other. These were then labeled with a definition of alliteration and posted in the hallway for everyone to enjoy.
Making the Connection

Kenisha stressed to her students the power of figurative language as one literary technique that local companies use to attract customers. She also pointed out examples of alliteration and other types of figurative language as they presented themselves in the classroom. Kenisha challenged her students to identify figurative language across the school and community by listing examples that they saw and heard on television, in reading materials, advertisements, daily speech, and other places. She regularly posted their findings on a classroom bulletin board.

Objectives Addressed

1.02 Explore expressive materials that are read, heard, and viewed by... creating an artistic interpretation
1.03 Interact appropriately in group settings by...listening attentively and contributing relevant comments...
5.01 Increase fluency, comprehension, and insight through a meaningful and comprehensive reading program by...discussing and analyzing the effects...
Teacher Preparation

Antonio felt that his students rarely recognized genuine heroes in their everyday lives, and instead transferred that adoration to professional athletes, movie stars, and musicians. Also, he had recently identified summarizing information as the next skill that he wanted to emphasize in class. Therefore, he decided to combine the two through a new unit based on the topic “Bravery and Heroism.”

He solicited the media specialist’s help in organizing biographies, autobiographies, magazine articles, novels, short stories, newspaper accounts, and film, all focused on his central theme of brave and heroic deeds and people. They especially researched local and state heroes, for they understood that students learn best when they connect their classroom activities to their lives and communities.

With his background work complete, Antonio determined which texts he wanted to use with the entire group and which ones would be great supplements to the classroom library. He then decided to use a variety of approaches to the literature, including oral and silent reading, and he asked the media specialist to share in this reading process. Once that was done, he made plans for the students to interview relatives or other adults on the topic of bravery, and he organized his textbook information on summarizing by making a chart of tips and suggestions. With that done, he mentally rehearsed his lesson and completed his preparations.

Activity Starter

Antonio began the weeklong unit by introducing the word bravery. He did this by posting the word on the board and asking the students to brainstorm different ways that people can display bravery in either their everyday lives or under extraordinary circumstances; for example: battling illness, saving lives, and overcoming handicaps. He then read an account from the local newspaper that illustrated the topic, and finished by reading a second account from the national news that also showed a person’s bravery. In doing this, he emphasized that both local folks and people from other areas can share the same courage. Next, the students read a selected short story that featured an adolescent hero, and finally, they generated a list of characteristics that all the people they had read about displayed.

Antonio challenged his students to ask their relatives or other adults about brave people and heroic deeds that they had personally encountered, and he asked the students to take careful notes summarizing the information. In addition, he instructed the students to share their lists of characteristics with the adults interviewed. Did the person interviewed agree that the list was accurate? Could this person think of other characteristics that she or he might add?

As the class was completing this two-night homework assignment, Antonio continued to explore the theme through other examples of literature, current events, and film. While doing so, he integrated many suggestions for summarizing information.
When the interviews were complete, students shared their initial results with each other through verbal summaries and then wrote down the stories. These final copies were revised and edited as needed, and they were posted on the hall bulletin board for everyone to enjoy. Some students even added photographs!

**Making the Connection**

Antonio wasn't satisfied with his students recognizing bravery in others; he wanted them to display that characteristic in their own lives. To help with this personal transfer, he had students review the list of characteristics that they had generated in reference to the heroes they came to know in class. He then asked them to complete the following chart:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of Heroes That I Have</th>
<th>Characteristics That I'd Like to Develop in Myself</th>
<th>Ideas for Developing These Personal Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

He concluded the unit by asking his students to share these goals with each other. He then had them paste their goals to the inside covers of their personal class journals. By doing so, he could both reference them privately with the students and ask them to summarize their progress in their journals.

**Objectives Addressed**

1.03 Contributing relevant comments connecting personal experiences to content  
1.03 Listening attentively  
2.01 Restating and summarizing information  
2.01 Making connections to related topics and information  
6.01 Developing an awareness of language conventions and usage during oral presentations
Teacher Preparation

Joshua always had fun with his class when they studied hyperbole. Sixth graders are generally concrete thinkers, so such extreme exaggeration was interesting for them to explore and eventually initiate. In fact, he’d found this a good way to introduce poetry and figurative language, two topics that are important since he knew students would encounter them regularly throughout their lives.

To prove his point about hyperbole’s common usage, Joshua spent a couple of days combing for illustrations in his own daily life; for example: the local newspaper, television, store and school signs, advertisements and commercials, and sources of pleasure reading. Once he’d found a few samples, he wrote them on large signs, gathered some basic art supplies, and mentally rehearsed his lesson.

Activity Starter

Joshua greeted the students that morning by pointing to the window and exclaiming, “Boy! It’s raining cats and dogs today!” When the students agreed, rather than laughed, he transitioned into the fact that this was a common statement in our society, but that it was, in truth, a silly one. He then asked them to think about a second descriptor that he could have used if it had been hot outside. They quickly settled on something like, “It’s so hot you could fry an egg on the sidewalk!” and with that the students were off to others that they had often heard.

Joshua transitioned into the illustrations that he’d found himself, and he challenged his students to look for their own examples. He then made the following assignment: Be aware of this type of figurative language over the next two days, and find your own models of it. Copy one down on the back of the art paper supplied and draw an illustration of the hyperbole on the front side of the paper. This is due in two days. Don’t share! We’ll keep them secret and see if we can guess each other’s.

Once the students brought in their examples, he challenged them to spend ten minutes showing their illustrations to their classmates and having them try to guess the saying that was printed on the back. After they’d had fun doing this, he had them construct a silly poem that featured their own saying and at least two others that they’d encountered that morning in class. Once this was done, the students helped each other edit for clarity and proofread for errors. As a final activity, they shared their poems in groups of four and then posted them on the bulletin board with the original illustrations.
Making the Connection

Joshua knew that communication in our world often relies on figurative language and that students must clearly understand its use if they are to understand the real meaning of the communiqué presented to them. Therefore, working with figurative language is not only fun, but also valuable. He continued to emphasize this throughout the school year, and he often revised his hyperbole activity to include such things as personification and similes. This regular reference kept an element of fun and surprise in their vocabulary work, while it bridged the study of words in class to their application in his students' lives.

Objectives Addressed

1.02 Explore expressive materials that are read, heard, or viewed by...creating an artistic expression...
1.03 Interact appropriately in group settings by...contributing relevant comments...
5.01 Increase fluency, comprehension, and insight through a meaningful and comprehensive reading program by...responding appropriately...
5.02 Study the characteristics of literary genres (fiction, nonfiction, drama, and poetry) through...exploring what impact literary elements...
6.02 Identify and edit errors in spoken and written English by...applying proofreading symbols forediting...
Teacher Preparation

Carmen spent more than a month guiding her students to easily identify basic story elements; for example: plot, setting, theme, point of view, conflict, and protagonist versus antagonist. From fairy tales to novels, from poetry to drama, they had examined, identified, and discussed until she felt her students had a firm grasp on these elements in application. Now they were all ready for a new challenge, and Carmen wanted it to center on a better understanding of inference, a skill that was often difficult for students whose concrete thinking was just giving way to a higher level.

She decided to focus on character and setting, and she selected a situation from her students' daily interactions as a starting point. In this role-play, three students would be walking down the hall at school. A fourth student would approach them, frowning; she would suddenly put her hands on her hips. The entire scene would rely on actions and body language, with no dialogue necessary.

To prepare for the activity, Carmen constructed four copies of the scenario on index cards, one for each girl. She also used large bulletin board paper to record and post the following questions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Girl's Feelings</th>
<th>Girl's Thoughts in the girl's day?</th>
<th>What just happened had been in the mall?</th>
<th>How different if they</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When everything was ready, she mentally rehearsed her lesson.

Activity Starter

Carmen used the few minutes between classes to ask four girls to participate in the role-play, and she handed each an index card as a tangible reminder of their parts. Once they were settled into their assignments, she greeted the class and instructed them to watch the four characters and notice their reactions in the situation that was about to be presented.

After the skit, she initiated the discussion with a variety of questions, all of which eventually led back to the four primary queries on the chart. Carmen used this chart for recording their key responses. Sample questions included:

- What do you think was going on with the girl who had her hands on her hips?
- What was she feeling?
• What was she thinking?
• What could have just happened to her to make her feel this way?
• Can you prove this? If not, then how do you know it's true? How could you find out?
• What would you have thought if you had been one of the three girls?
• How important was the fact that this happened in the school's hallway?
• What if it had happened at the mall instead? Would your reactions be different? How?
  Why?

At this point, Carmen asked the class to consider the word inference and to discuss how we, as readers and humans, use this skill constantly in both literature and life.

Making the Connection

Carmen knew that drawing inferences, or conclusions, was a valuable life skill, so she continued to emphasize it throughout the year. For example, she often asked her students to interpret what they thought another teacher or student intended when a facial expression or other body language added significantly to the meaning of an incident. She also asked them weekly in their class warm-ups to relay events from their lives that had required inferencing skills to interpret; she also required that they assess their skills in these situations. Were they right? Wrong? How does the phrase "jumping to conclusions" fit in?

Objectives Addressed

1.03 Interact appropriately in group settings by...listening attentively...
1.04 Reflect on learning experiences by...identifying changes in self...
2.01 Explore informational materials that are read, heard, and/or viewed by...drawing inferences...
4.02 Develop (with teacher assistance) and apply appropriate criteria to evaluate the quality of the communication by...drawing conclusions...
Revising for Basic Details

Teacher Preparation

Rodriguez wanted to emphasize the power, and necessity, of revision in good writing, because he noticed that his sixth graders were often very tentative in their use of this critical step. For example, in drafts that featured descriptive writing, he found that many were providing only shallow details, when they were actually quite capable of solid, picturesque elaboration. He asked himself these two basic questions:

• How can I concretely support my students in adding more details to their work?
• How can I encourage students to collaborate as a tool for revising their work?

He knew from his knowledge of early adolescent development and general observations of his students that they tended to be visual learners who enjoyed creative expression, so he decided to combine his concern with their interest. When paired, this promised to make a successful lesson! He gathered art supplies, made a note on the board that students should bring their latest drafts to class, and then he mentally reviewed his plan.

Activity Starter

Rodriguez began his lesson by asking the students to pair up with a person sitting next to them. He then distributed blank paper and art supplies to each pair while they were getting out the drafts of their latest writing assignments.

He gave the students about five minutes to finish organizing themselves and to silently read each other's descriptive writings. Once they'd finished that, he asked them to read the same piece in a whisper-voice, concentrating on the images that they saw in their heads as they read. These images were, of course, shaped by the amount of description that their partners had written, so Rodriguez concentrated on these images (or the lack of them) as the focus for the lesson.

Once that was accomplished, he asked each individual to go back through their partner's writing and silently draw and color in the images found there. They were then instructed to use a pencil to "gray in" the images that they had to provide themselves because these details were missing in the writing. It was this gray area that provided the foundation for the next level of revision. Again, Rodriguez emphasized the importance of coloring in only what was actually written in the story; the rest was to be sketched in with pencil.

The papers were then returned to the authors, and the pairs conferenced about the writings and drawings. Rodriguez was pleased with the level of detail that followed in the next revision!
Making the Connection

Many students feel that they have mastered good descriptive writing, so they rarely give it the focused attention that it needs. Rodriguez knew that, in truth, description is very difficult to write well, yet it often supplies the spark that will keep a student reading with keen interest. He spent a great deal of time weaving suggestions for descriptive writing throughout his many language arts assignments; for example: he asked students to bring in unusual objects from home and describe in writing their use to a partner. He also asked parents to focus on description when they were shopping with their children, simply watching a television program, or sharing a newspaper account.

Objectives Addressed

1.02 Explore expressive materials that are read, heard, and viewed by...creating an artistic expression...
1.03 Interact appropriately in group settings by...contributing relevant comments...
6.01 Demonstrate an understanding of conventional written and spoken expression...
Grade
7
Activities
Mary knew her students were growing and changing, not only as learners but also as people. After reviewing her Standard Course of Study, she turned back to Competency Goal 1, which asks learners to use language to express individual perspectives and to reflect on learning experiences. This connection really appealed to her, for she knew that reflection and disclosure are very powerful tools in personal understanding and relationship building. She wanted her students to dig deeply and reflect on an event in their lives that made them change how they thought or felt about something or someone. She decided to do this through a journal entry, yet another powerful tool.

Mary knew that she was asking her students to do something that might make them uncomfortable, so she prepared a model for them of a time in her own life that had caused her to change. This model was based on an entry from her personal journal which recounted an event that, on reflection, had made her see things through a different lens.

Specifically, ten years ago she had written about the locket that her great uncle had just given her. It had been her great aunt's and had been very special to her aunt when she was alive. Mary knew this was a tender moment for her uncle, and when she received the locket, she knew that a part of both her great aunt and uncle would remain with her forever.

From that moment forward, her perspective on family changed, as she became intensely interested in their history, understanding fully that it was also her own. Mary had written about the life of her great uncle, how he had “rode the rails” across the country, and his experiences in World War II repairing ships in the Great Lakes with his tug boat. She also reflected on her great aunt who, as a child, was part of the migration to America in the early 1900's, and how, having no children of her own, she had brought great joy and laughter to her many nieces and nephews, including Mary.

Mary spent some time thinking about how she could present this lesson to her students so that they would be eager to participate. She wanted to include sequencing of events and activities, pacing, writing skills, group sharing, and a definition for the word reflection. With that done, she carefully thought through her lesson and anticipated the next few days. She knew this was going to be a special journal entry for her students!

Mary began by discussing with her students how growth and change affect everyone as both a learner and an individual. She mentioned that they would all be a little bit different in May than they had been in August, and they shared examples of this from past school years. They then discussed how sometimes things happen to make us change, and sometimes we change just by becoming more mature.

Mary encouraged class discussion throughout the lesson's opening moments, and students were quick to share about the death of a grandparent, their parents divorcing, or moving to a new school. She also reminded them that changes come from things besides people – like a fire or a war. Students were attentive, interested, and participatory.
Next Mary read her journal account of the time when her great uncle gave her a gift that changed how she viewed family, and she asked her students to spend a few minutes formalizing their own thoughts about any personal event that, like hers, altered their lives or how they viewed themselves, others, or their world. She then asked them to capture this story in a one or two-page journal entry. Mary assured the students that their writing would not be shared unless they wanted it to be, and with that, she put on some quiet, classical music and let them enjoy writing.

Making the Connection

Through their journal entries, Mary encouraged her students to consider how their thoughts and perspectives on personal, social, cultural, and historical issues changed because of varying circumstances. She continued this connection during the remainder of the year, using not only personal experiences as stimuli, but also important news events about which her students had opinions. She always had them focus on how they had changed as a result of the event.

Objectives Addressed

1.01 Narrate an account such as a news story or historical episode which...orients the reader/listener to the scene...

1.02 Explore expressive materials that are read, heard, and viewed by...generating a learning log or journal...

1.03 Reflect on learning experiences by...analyzing personal learning growth...examining changes in self...
Mental Imagery as a Reading Strategy

Teacher Preparation

As Daren worked with his students, he realized that they did not see mental images when they read, a basic skill that he knew was critical to comprehension. He wanted to find a quick and easy strategy that would reinforce this concept of mental imaging. He personally thought of the mind as a slide projector, with each slide adding to the whole, until, soon, an entire story or scenario unfolded in your head. He decided to use that idea, a series of slides, to make his point with his students.

To prepare, Daren gathered a stack of index cards for each student, selected a short story from the text, and mentally prepared his lesson.

Activity Starter

Daren asked his students to close their eyes, to listen to his words, and to then visualize what he was saying. He asked students to see a small red ball and then, in their minds, to bounce the ball on the floor. Next, he asked them to bounce it off the wall. Daren then told them to make the red ball larger, perhaps the size of a basketball. He asked them to imagine hitting that ball off into space. Now he gave them the image of a bright yellow and orange beach ball and asked them to watch it float along as the wind catches it and takes it down the beach. Finally, he had them change the ball's colors to red and blue, then purple and pink.

Daren asked the students to open their eyes and reflect on what they had seen. He explained that they should be using the same mental imagery as they read. With that point reinforced, he handed out six index cards to each student, instructing them to pretend that each blank card was a blank slide that would fit into a slide projector.

Once he was sure the students understood the idea behind the blank slides, he assigned them to silently read a short story, using mental imagery as they read. At six pre-determined intervals, he stopped their reading and asked them to draw what they were seeing on the next index card.

When everyone was done, Daren asked the students to share their slides. He also discussed with them the different mental images that occurred as each student read the selection. Finally, he noted that they should be able to retell the story with their index cards, ensuring a solid summary and good comprehension.
Making the Connection

Daren continued to emphasize that our mental images are formed and shaped by our own personal experiences. Being able to ride a bicycle, drive a car, or play a sport are skills all acquired through our brain's natural mental imaging. He made a point to continue encouraging students to practice this strategy as they read.

Objectives Addressed

1.02 Explore expressive materials that are read, heard, and viewed by...creating an artistic impression...
5.01 Increase fluency, comprehension, and insight through a meaningful and comprehensive reading program by...using effective reading strategies...
Teacher Preparation

Renee noticed that her students were struggling to piece together information and ideas in their texts in order to draw conclusions. She also saw that many in the class wanted the answers to appear before them with little or no effort on their parts. She felt like she could perhaps address these two observations, if she could simply make a fun, but powerful point about the importance of using specific strategies when readers approach an assignment. This would help her students use their thinking and inferencing skills for finding answers when they weren't directly given in the text.

To focus her planning, Renee asked herself the following questions:

- How can I lend a sense of concreteness to the mental process of connecting different bits of information together to draw a conclusion?
- Where in their lives do students connect different clues, or pieces of information, to reveal the whole?
- What can I use to jumpstart each student's thinking process?

After giving some serious thought to the answers, she decided that the most logical first step was to actually model the thinking process for her students. Given her questions, she decided that one tangible and intriguing visual could be a jigsaw puzzle, something that both children and adults like. After a little searching, she found a twelve-piece puzzle that her young daughter had always enjoyed; this would be a springboard for student thinking, discussion, and interaction.

Renee concluded her planning by actually putting the puzzle together in the stillness of her classroom, mentally practicing both that portion of the lesson and her follow-up reading activity. With that done, she put the puzzle away, gathered some colored index cards, checked the number of reading books that she needed, and anticipated the next day's fun!

Activity Starter

Renee invited her students to gather around her, intriguing them with a few clues about the activity that was to follow. Curiosities aroused, they eagerly formed a circle and watched her as she began to piece together the puzzle.

She asked her students to observe her carefully, and she talked out loud to herself about her thinking process as she began to fit the pieces into place. She used sentences like, “I want to start by locating the edge pieces, then the corner pieces,” and “Now I am looking for a piece that will fit in this spot.”

Once the puzzle was complete, she asked her students to discuss what skills and strategies she had used. Students noted such things as “thinking of the puzzle as a whole piece first,” and “searching for something you know is there but you just can't see yet.” Renee had a student write these skills on the overhead as his colleagues called them out and the others agreed to their accuracy.
From there, Renee took these comments and led her students to see reading strategies in each one; for example: reading every word, looking at the whole piece, finding the one detail that would help put it all together, and searching for the main idea of a text. Finally, Renee asked her students to transfer these skills to the reading assignment that they were about to begin and, using the colored index cards, to actually record the skills they used as they were reading.

**Making the Connection**

Renee listed the reading strategies the students had used on a poster for display in the classroom. As students read different materials, Renee referred to the reading strategy skills and always opened the discussion with tips on how to read a particular passage. Students came to see various reading skills as crucial to their understanding of various texts. On a side note, they also brought in a few puzzles of their own to occasionally enjoy!

**Objectives Addressed**

1.03 Interact in group settings... giving appropriate reasons
1.04 Reflect on learning experiences by...
5.01 Increase fluency, comprehension, and insight through a meaningful and comprehensive reading program by...use effective reading strategies...
Determining the Author's Purpose

Teacher Preparation

Larry knew that his students often had a difficult time understanding an author's purpose, and he had to admit that it was sometimes a bit difficult to teach. He knew that his students needed to start by asking why an author would write a certain text or material. Why would the author present what he or she wanted to get across in that particular format? He also knew that the ideas and beliefs of an author often influence the reader; therefore, he wanted his students to be aware of both an author's purpose and influence on them when they read various types of texts. He decided to give his students a general introduction to the concept of purpose and a specific assignment applying it.

To prepare, he organized the class into triads, gathered chart paper and markers, and then made a list of different types of reading material that he should bring from home; for example, a can food label, a newspaper, and a piece of mail. Finally, he took a stack of colored index cards and listed one general, but interesting topic on each; for example: a school sporting event, vacation, food, pets, hobbies, summer camp, a bike for sale, stuffed animals, cartoons, and military service. Finally, he took an overhead transparency and divided it into two vertical columns; over the left he wrote "Reading Materials" and over the right, "Why?" With all of this done, he double checked his supplies and mentally rehearsed the entire plan.

Activity Starter

Using his items from home as prompts, Larry began the lesson by asking his students to call out a list of everything they read during any given day. Students mentioned things like textbooks, newspapers, mail, email, websites, food labels, license plates, and advertisements. He wrote each item in the left-hand column on the transparency as it was contributed. Larry then went back and asked the students, "Why do you read each of these?" Returning to the top of the list, they supplied answers for each of the items that they had listed. He used the right-hand column to record their responses, which included things like reading the textbook for information, street signs for directions, and food labels for facts.

Larry then connected this exercise to authors and their various purposes in writing text. He explained that authors often use what they write and how they write it to describe, explain, compare, inform, persuade or entertain their readers.

He wanted to actually model his upcoming assignment, so he chose shopping to illustrate what he would soon ask the students to do.

Shopping
Describe: your best shopping spree
Explain: directions to a mall
Compare: two different stores
Inform: through an advertisement
Persuade: someone to use on-line shopping
Entertain: with an anecdote about shopping

Students were beginning to understand the concept of author's purpose!
Larry divided the students into groups of three and gave them each a piece of chart paper with markers. Next, he let each group choose one of the note cards that he had prepared earlier. Their assignment was to write the topic from the card onto the top of the chart paper in large letters under the topic, and then list the categories that he had just modeled in class (describe, explain, compare, inform, persuade, and entertain). Students now brainstormed situations in which the author might write about the topic, listing as many as possible per category; for example: Pets/persuade: you want your parents to buy you one, you want your sister to feed yours for a week while you're gone; you haven't done such a great job of helping your mom take care of your iguana and you now want to adopt a friend's boa constrictor, you want your class to raise money for the animal shelter, or you want the local vet to let you informally work with her on Saturdays.

When they were done, students posted their charts around the room. Armed with sticky notes, everyone wandered for about ten minutes, enjoying all of the charts and using the note pads to add additional ideas. Once they were done, they returned to their seats and Larry reemphasized the importance of knowing your purpose as an author, and then carefully selecting a format that will suit the purpose.

Larry concluded this segment of his introduction by asking each student to select anything from the charts and develop it into a first draft.

**Making the Connection**

Larry referenced the author's purpose in each reading assignment that the class completed after this initial introduction. He also used this lesson as a bridge into several relevant life-based examples, such as the persuasive power of media advertising. He was pleased to note that this actually helped his students add a new dimension to their thinking, not only as readers but also as alert consumers.

**Objectives Addressed**

1.03 Interact in group settings by...

4.01 Analyze the purpose of the author or creator by...exploring and evaluating the underlying assumptions
Teacher Preparation

Nia realized that summarizing key pieces of information was a life skill that her students needed to practice. Without that ability, they would struggle not only in their academic and adult careers, but also in friendly conversations about current events and personal situations.

To allow adequate application for this topic, Nia turned to text passages as a source of practice for identifying important ideas, main events, and key points. She listed many things that the students had already read, and a few poems and other quick reads that could be accomplished in just a few minutes in class. Once that was done, she went back through her list and carefully selected enough titles to give one piece of text to each group; she then made sure that each group member would have an individual copy of the reading. Her other preparations included dividing her students into groups of four, pushing their desks together to make tables for four, preparing a model to use, and gathering large pieces of colored bulletin board paper and markers. Finally, she mentally rehearsed the lesson, anticipating her students' questions, confusions, and accomplishments.

Activity Starter

Once the students had settled into their groups of four, Nia began by asking them what it means to summarize. She listened to the students' comments but found scattered knowledge. She assured them that today they would learn to summarize a passage, which is an important life skill for many reasons.

Nia began by reading the short passage upon which she had based her model. She explained how one goes about summarizing a text, which is to read thoroughly and make notes on key points based on things like: the title, subheadings, topic sentences, main ideas, dates, and important events. She led the class in quickly doing this.

She then asked each group to make certain that one member was seated in each corner of their make-shift table. Next, she instructed them to gather one piece of paper to spread out before the group and four markers, one per member. She now provided each group with four copies of a single passage of text. Nia asked the students to each read the text silently and, using their corner of the large paper, to jot down the key points, including important events and main ideas.

Once the individual note taking was complete, Nia instructed the students to tear off their corners of the paper containing these notes, which left the larger center available for the group to write their joint summary. She explained that this center was the place for them to combine and record their notes while eliminating repetitive information. The students were to organize the information beginning with a main idea statement and then summarizing the most important events in the text. She reminded them that the 5 W's (who, what, when, where, and why) generally provide a solid guide.

Once each group finished, Nia posted their summaries on the wall and sponsored a Gallery Walk, which involved one member from each group standing at the group's summary, while the rest of the class moved among the posters, reading and asking questions. Once this was completed, Nia made general closing comments on the success of the activity, leading the class in sharing a summary of what they had just done!
Making the Connection

Nia continued to emphasize summarizing to her students as an effective strategy to use in both oral and written language. In future assignments, she frequently asked students to practice this skill as they completed a chapter, and she even used it when there were personal "He said, she said" situations in class that she needed to address.

Objectives Addressed

1.03 Interact in group settings by...engaging in small group discussions
2.01 Respond to informational materials that are read, heard, and/or viewed by...summarizing information
5.01 Increase fluency, comprehension, and insight through a meaningful and comprehensive reading program by...using effective reading strategies
Teacher Preparation

Rosetta and her students had just spent the last three weeks reading fictional and non-fictional works focusing on a specific theme; in this particular unit, it was forgiveness. Rosetta's goal was to design an activity that would help her students bring together all that they had learned about the theme by using examples from the literature that had been read. In addition, she wanted the activity to be visually oriented, while giving her students an opportunity to use their kinesthetic learning styles in an intriguing way. Finally, and primarily, she wanted her students to extend their abilities to analyze text for its potential effects on an audience.

Rosetta decided that using drama would create the medium that she needed in order to achieve these goals. She asked the drama teacher for suggestions, and as a result, created a new activity that she felt would both engage all of her readers and accomplish her objectives. This promised to be challenging, yet fun for everyone!

Because this activity depended on spontaneity to a degree, she knew that getting her materials together and mentally rehearsing her part were paramount to success. With that done, Rosetta moved the chairs in her classroom to the sides to create a large space in the middle. She then taped a big piece of chart paper on the board with the theme written in bold letters at the top. Under this heading she listed all of the works about forgiveness that her students had read. Finally, she mentally rehearsed the steps to her lesson one last time.

Activity Starter

When the students entered the next day, Rosetta invited them to get into their cooperative learning groups, a formation that she often used with this class. She asked each group to then choose three of their favorite readings from the list that she had compiled on the chart. When they had spent about five minutes discussing the possibilities and making their three selections, she asked them to jot those down on paper.

Next, Rosetta asked each group to recall a scene or a situation from any one of the selected three that they felt best reflected the theme of forgiveness. With that step accomplished, she asked the groups to generate a list of three reasons that explained why they thought this specific scene or situation directly and fully related to their theme. She encouraged them to realize that this listing would signal whether they had chosen well; in other words, if they found this part difficult to complete, they should choose another scene or situation. She gave them ample time to complete this stage of the lesson, for she knew that only a careful selection on the part of each group would yield a comfortable and successful next step.

When everyone was satisfied, Rosetta asked the students to proceed.
Her next round of instructions centered on the creation of “freeze frames” by the students. Each group was to create a freeze frame of its scene in this way: The group’s members were to situate their bodies as if they were characters in their scene who had been frozen into place, similar to the child’s game of freeze tag. In their frozen positions, the acting students were to bring out emotional factors, bias, or underlying messages in the scene or situation they were presenting. For example, a student could be deliberate in his or her raised eyebrows to reflect surprise, another might raise an arm to cover a face if scared, or yet another might reach out his or her arms as if to embrace a friend. This required intense discussion, interpreting, and staging on the part of the group, and all were asked to bring their best body language and interpretations to the single scene that they were to create.

Once organized, these scenes were displayed one by one in front of the remainder of the class, with each group stating the title of the text, but not verbally detailing the scene. During the reenactment, the actors froze into their positions for about one minute. Students in the audience were asked to observe for this minute, decide how this scene related to their own interpretation of forgiveness in that particular work, and then write a reflection expressing their interpretation in relation to the theme.

Every group had an opportunity to share its freeze frame, with four audience members volunteering to read their reflections after each group’s presentation. This easily accomplished Rosetta’s goal of reviewing multiple approaches to a single theme while tapping the students’ visual and kinesthetic abilities. In addition, and primarily, it gave them all the opportunity to further analyze text for audience effect, which ultimately added a richer dimension to their own writings.

Making the Connection

Rosetta used this lesson to further develop the concept of theme and to underscore the many ways that a theme can be woven throughout multiple genres. She also got into the habit of stopping her students as they were reading and asking them to “see” a particularly vivid scene or situation, which immensely contributed to their comprehension.

Objectives Addressed

1.02 Explore expressive materials that are read, heard, and viewed by...creating an artistic impression...
1.03 Interact in group settings...giving appropriate reasons ...
3.03 Create arguments that evaluate by...justifying the judgement
4.02 Develop and apply appropriate criteria to evaluate the quality of the communication by...drawing conclusions based on evidence...
4.03 Develop the stance of a critic by...
5.01 Increase fluency, comprehension, and insight through a meaningful and comprehensive reading program by...analyzing the effects of such elements...
Evaluating and Comparing
Informational Materials

Teacher Preparation

Eddie realized that different news publications have their own slant on news items. He decided to collect the same news story from three different news publications (two different newspapers and one news magazine) and copy them for his students. He wanted them to evaluate and compare informational materials. Eddie made certain all his materials were ready and rehearsed the lesson in his mind before his presentation.

Activity Starter

Eddie distributed a copy of the articles from each of the three different news publications to each student. He asked them to read each article, and while they were reading, to complete the chart. Students were encouraged to work together in their cooperative learning groups to help each other fill out the chart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose of author</th>
<th>Article One</th>
<th>Article Two</th>
<th>Article Three</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author bias</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions after reading article</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once the charts were completed, Eddie had students pull their chairs in a circle for a seminar on the articles. He asked his students to make specific references to the articles as they answered the following questions:
1. Did the author show his or her personal bias in any of the stories?
2. What assumptions did the author make of his/her audience?
3. What was the most dramatic difference in the articles?
4. Were the conclusions of the articles similar or different?
5. Did you find examples of opinion vs. fact?
6. Which article did you enjoy/understand/prefer over the others? Why?
7. How could public opinion be swayed one way or another after reading this article?
Making the Connection

Eddie's students learned to be conscious and use critical thinking skills as they evaluated informational materials. The students realized that authors have a powerful role and that issues must be reviewed from many perspectives before you can create your own opinion. Eddie wanted his students to be critical thinkers in today's world. He reminded them to be aware of this as they read articles in the local newspaper, which was delivered weekly to their class.

Objectives Addressed

1.03 Interact in group settings by...
2.01 Respond to informational materials that are read, heard, and/or viewed by...
generating questions
4.01 Analyze the purpose of the author or creator by...
5.01 Increase fluency, comprehension, and insight through a meaningful and comprehensive reading program by...taking an active role in whole class seminars...
Critical Thinking about Advertising

Teacher Preparation

The Monday after the Super Bowl, Ahmad overheard many of his students talking about the game. He quickly realized that most of them had watched at least a portion of it, and, in some cases, not because they necessarily enjoyed football. Instead, like a lot of people, they wanted to see the commercials. He could understand that, because he knew this was one of the biggest television advertising opportunities of the year, a time when sponsors went all out to design and unveil spectacular and very expensive commercials.

As the week progressed, he noticed that his students continued to talk about the advertisements and even imitated some of the cleverest commercials that had debuted at the Super Bowl. Although some of the commercials were fun, Ahmad was concerned because some of the most popular ones actually featured products that were inappropriate for minors.

Ahmad realized that his students needed to carefully examine the purpose of each commercial they viewed, and that they needed to acquire the skills necessary to analyze the hidden messages that each one sent. In other words, he wanted his students to become truly wise consumers. After a great deal of thought, he decided to devote a couple of class periods to this topic and to present it through some of the very commercials and print advertisements about which his students were talking.

To prepare, he collected video clips of several commercials and copies of print ads from magazines that were popular with his students. He then gathered art supplies and drawing paper and mentally reviewed his lesson.

Activity Starter

Ahmad began the lesson by asking his students to journal about their favorite commercial on television. He asked them to both describe it and explain why they liked it. Once they’d completed this introduction, he invited each student to share his or her responses with a partner. Finally, the class was asked to contribute to a seminar discussion about their favorite commercials. Ahmad encouraged the students to support their opinions, but reminded them to always be open to the ideas of others.

When this conversation ended, he showed the class a video clip of a commercial. After viewing it, he carefully led them to see the hidden messages, apparent messages, bias, propaganda techniques, and the emotional factors that caused the students to either like or dislike the commercial. They discussed the implications of each of these aspects as found within the ad, and they watched it a second time to verify their accuracy.

Ahmad then asked each student to rethink his or her own favorite commercial and to look for these qualities in it. He allowed them time to jot down their new thoughts and then, as a class, they compiled a list of techniques that advertising agencies use to attract consumers to their products.
The next day Ahmad had the students work in small groups with art supplies to design their own ad promoting one of their school's sports teams. Each ad had to include at least one propaganda technique and hidden message, and it had to draw on some emotional factor that would cause a middle school student to like the team. Each group also had to produce a narrative caption to accompany the poster, which explained it and its purpose.

For homework, Ahmad gave each student a magazine advertisement to analyze. He specifically asked them to look for hidden messages, propaganda techniques, and emotional factors. The next day students shared these print ads and discussed the differences and similarities between print and television advertising.

**Making the Connection**

Ahmad used this study of advertising to help the students throughout the year. They connected it to political campaigning during a local election, book cover design, and poster development for the school's Valentine's Day Dance. He helped his students understand that the techniques studied were used all the time on the radio, in magazines, and on television. Ahmad encouraged his students to carefully evaluate each ad they saw so that they would base their opinions of products on the products themselves and not on the media spin. He also encouraged them to use techniques, such as drawing on an audience's emotions in their own writing, student council campaigns, and book talks.

**Objectives Addressed**

1.03 Interact in group settings by...

4.01 Analyze the purpose of the author or creator by...examining any bias...

4.02 Develop and apply appropriate criteria to evaluate the quality of the communication by...considering the implications...
Justifying Your Position

Teacher Preparation

Manuel knew that taking a position and justifying it is an important skill for everyone, and that it is often difficult for seventh grade students. He also realized that his class needed to practice generating ideas and chunking them into larger units of meaning. This particular ability would assist them in preparing for oral or written argument, another concept that was often difficult for them.

To begin organizing a lesson that would address these two issues, Manuel divided his class into working groups of five or six each. He then brainstormed a list of current topics that affect young adolescents, like violence on television, parental warnings on popular music, or PG-13 and R rated movies; he made certain that he had one topic per group.

Manuel then gathered strips of colored bulletin board paper about six feet long, markers, and sticky notes for each group, and carefully thought through his lesson.

Activity Starter

Manuel introduced the lesson by asking his students how important arguing was to them, and how often they engaged in this practice. As he expected, they gave a thumbs up on both counts; it was pretty important and they did it regularly! He knew that a move from concrete to abstract thinking was on the immediate horizon for his seventh graders, and that they would refine this skill of good arguing further as they moved forward in their intellectual development. They all laughed when he told them this, and it was fun to point out just how crazy they'd be able to make both their teachers and parents at that point!

He then transitioned into the idea that winning a justifiable argument was more important than just giving it shallow lip service, and that he was going to actually help them hone their skills during this lesson. They listened to every word; now here was a topic worth their attention! Finally, he shared with them his list of topics and asked them to add to it.

Manuel then moved the students into small groups and gave each group a piece of bulletin board paper, markers, plenty of sticky notes, and one of the topics that he (and they) had generated. When everyone was settled, he asked his students to silently brainstorm lots of ideas on their assigned topic. Before they began writing, he told the groups that: (1) Brainstorming should include any idea that popped into their heads about that particular topic; (2) They were to write only one idea per sticky note; and (3) Each idea should include an active verb.

Oh, the ideas that flew! Students recorded everything from pros and cons, to how most adolescents felt about an issue, to their school's involvement with the topic, and illustrations that they had personally experienced. As was required, each comment and idea was recorded on an individual sticky note and added to the large paper. Finally, students were invited to read the notes that the other group members had written and to piggyback on those ideas to form new ideas.
After about fifteen minutes, Manuel instructed the students to stop brainstorming and to begin grouping their ideas into categories, noting that some might have to be copied onto another note, because they could be used in more than one category. After about ten minutes, he asked the students to discuss an appropriate title for each grouping and to record it over the line of sticky notes that descended under it.

The class closed this segment of the lesson with a Gallery Walk, which consisted of a purposeful stroll around the room, with each student having an opportunity to read and reflect on each topic and the ideas that accompanied it. To close the individual discussion of each idea, the groups left one person stationed by each chart to answer questions that the remainder of the class might generate as they walked around and enjoyed the posters.

Finally, he used this as an opportunity to write Letters to the Editor of the school's newspaper the next day, which allowed a few of his students to showcase their best arguments in a public forum.

### Making the Connection

Manuel realized that in the future his students would be asked to argue a certain position, whether in writing or in words, whether socially or academically. As appropriate issues came up during the year, he returned to this lesson in order to help his students continue to polish their skills. He often allowed them the opportunity to present their opinions to classmates and in doing so, to practice their public speaking skills. Further, they sometimes fell into a debate format, which not only tested their opinions, but also gave them practice in spontaneously and maturely defending them. He hoped that his students would not only remember this valuable process of brainstorming, categorizing, supporting and expressing their thoughts, but would transfer it fully into their social and academic worlds.

### Objectives Addressed

1.03 Interact in group settings by...
3.03 Create arguments that evaluate by...
4.03 Develop the stance of a critic by...considering and presenting alternative points of view or reasons...
Cathy knew that students sometimes had difficulty analyzing documents with an established point-of-view, so she decided to dedicate a lesson to this skill. Rather than simply beginning with a printed text, she wanted to introduce the topic through a relevant life example that each student would generate. From there, she planned to move into an application with Letters to the Editor and editorials from the school and local newspapers.

She gathered five index cards per individual in the class, copies of letters to the editor that had well-established perspectives, and one piece of chart paper per group of three or four students. Finally, she transferred the Problem Solution Process (below) to large bulletin board paper and posted it in the front of the room. With her supplies organized, she mentally rehearsed her plan and anticipated the lesson.

**Activity One:** Cathy gave each student five index cards and asked them to number the cards one through five, with one number on each card. She then asked the class to reflect on the last time they had an argument with someone; for example, a friend, a classmate, or a parent. After giving students a few minutes to think, she asked them to briefly describe their argument on card #1. On card #2, Cathy asked students to identify the problem that caused their arguments. Card #3 was used to record information that was relevant to the problem. On card #4 students were to generate lots of solutions to their problems, and on card #5, they were to decide on the most logical solution to their problems. Cathy stressed that some of the information they were recording might be factual, like the solution they may have used, and other things might be speculation, like other solutions they hadn't thought of at the time. She reminded the students that this problem may have already been resolved, or that it may be on-going. After letting the students collaborate among themselves, she asked them to share their problems and solutions with the entire class.
Activity Two: Cathy divided her students into groups of three or four. She gave each group either an editorial or a letter to the editor with an established point of view, making certain that two groups shared the same piece of text for later comparisons. She directed students to talk through the process they had practiced in Activity One, this time using the printed text as their point for conversation.

When each group had had time to read and discuss its text, she gave them sheets of chart paper and markers and instructed them to draw the outline of the flow chart as modeled in Activity One. When that was done, she asked the groups to go back through the chart and fill in each box with the information found in their editorial or letter to the editor. Finally, she had each group share its product with the rest of the class, and they enjoyed comparing the perspectives between the paired groups who responded to the same text.

Making the Connection

Cathy used the problem-solution process throughout the year as issues came up in the classroom, across the school, and through her advisory discussions. She saw this process as a valuable academic and personal skill; as such, she looked for many occasions to help her students find solutions to their problems.

Objectives Addressed

3.01 Analyze a variety of public documents that establish a position or point of view by...
   identifying the arguments...
4.02 Develop and apply appropriate criteria to evaluate the quality of the communication by...
4.03 Develop the stance of a critic by...considering and presenting alternative points of view...
5.01 Increase fluency, comprehension, and insight through a meaningful and comprehensive reading program by...engaging in small group discussions...
# Writing a Research Report

## Teacher Preparation

Barbara’s teaching partner assigned their students a science research report during the fall of the new school year. This report would be the basis for a science experiment and science fair project that were both due in the spring, so both teachers acknowledged the importance of their students understanding and applying good basic research skills to their selected topics.

Barbara was delighted to help because she recognized this as an application of Goal 2’s informational objectives in her Standard Course of Study. She also knew that it was a great way to reinforce the integration of the team’s instruction. After some careful team planning, her science colleague helped each student determine a topic and then took them to the media center to make note cards with their information.

Once that was done Barbara stepped in to take them through the writing process, which would result in their final reports. To prepare, she thought through each step of the process in terms of this particular assignment, posted a calendar of due dates, and scheduled time in the computer lab.

## Activity Starter

Barbara explained to her students that they would use their next few days in English language arts class accomplishing several tasks based on their research; the result would be their final science report. These tasks included, in this order: synthesizing the information they had gathered in the media center, creating a sequential outline or other organizer that would frame their reports, developing rough drafts of their papers, verifying both content and focus with their science teacher, documenting their resources, and producing their final copies.

She knew this was a good idea when she saw the relief on many faces! After all, most students didn’t have experience in this form of writing and many did not have access to computers at home. She stressed that both she and their science teacher would assist them in each step of the process and that, as a result of their collaboration, the final product would be graded for both science and language arts.

Barbara began by asking a student if she could use his note cards to model categorizing information. Most students had at least 50 note cards completed, so organizing them was a critical first step. To begin, she read the first note card aloud and put it in a stack, then read another and decided if it was a part of that stack or the beginning of a second stack. She asked the students their opinions and worked diligently to keep this process very interactive, which ensured understanding.

As they read and categorized the note cards together, Barbara and her students began to realize that some of the cards didn’t make sense, because they didn’t have enough information; therefore, these cards could not be placed in any stack. After making certain that everyone understood the dilemma, Barbara stopped her full-class modeling and paired the students. She asked each pair to work together through their two sets of note cards,
doing just as she had done. They were to set aside categories that clearly worked

together and make a separate stack of cards that simply didn’t fit in or had too little

information. This latter stack would serve as the basis for another trip to the school’s

media center.

Once the note cards were in good order and additional information had been gathered,
Barbara assisted each student in writing a thesis statement. She emphasized that this
statement contained the heart of their reports and that everything they wrote needed to
either fulfill or justify this statement.

When the students had thesis statements, they began their outlines, which organized

their note cards into a beginning, middle, and end. Her students helped each other
with the partner that had categorized their cards, since each was very familiar with the
other’s information. Barbara emphasized that research writing is a process that must be
well thought out, and as a result, the students began to better understand the critical
importance of careful planning. She also showed them how to keep a careful record
of what information came from which source, so that they could create an accurate
reference list later in the final documentation stage of their reports.

Once the outline was completed, the students began to write their opening

paragraphs. Barbara told them to make certain that the thesis statement appeared
somewhere in this first paragraph. After both Barbara and the pairs reviewed each
other’s introductions, they were ready to begin their first full drafts. She then asked her
students to use about four days of homework time to complete these.

The day the rough drafts were due, students exchanged their papers with their original
partners and peer edited each other’s writing. Barbara gave her students a check sheet
to guide their editing, including basic conferencing questions and the proofreading
symbols they were to use. She also read the papers herself, offering suggestions for
improvement. Students revised their drafts according to their peer’s and Barbara’s
input, and they took their drafts to their science teacher for a verification of content
and focus. Barbara then showed the students how to document their resources, both
within the body of the paper and in bibliography.

The students were, at last, ready to create their finished products in the computer lab.
They worked hard and were pleased with their efforts! Students were given time in
science to formally present their research.

Making the Connection

Students became familiar and comfortable with the research process. Not only did
their high school require a senior exit project as a prerequisite for graduation, but
Barbara also knew that her school was considering an 8th grade mini exit project. The
skills her students were learning would be valuable now and in the immediate future.

She made a serious effort to connect the word research to life events, like buying a
new bicycle or deciding on a new pet. She emphasized that research can be both
formal, as in their class papers, and informal, as in gathering personal information to
be used in an upcoming decision. Either way, students and adults alike need to
understand its value as a life skill.
Objectives Addressed

2.01 Respond to informational materials that are read, heard, and/or viewed by...
  summarizing information...determining importance of information...identifying
  and using appropriate primary...
2.02 Develop informational products and/or presentations that use and cite at least
  three print or non-print sources by...evaluating information...
3.02 Use the problem-solution process by...constructing essays/presentations that
  respond...
6.01 Model an understanding of conventional written and spoken expression
  by...choosing language that is precise...
6.02 Continue to identify and edit errors in spoken and written English by...producing
  final drafts/presentations...
Non-fiction Book Reports

Teacher Preparation

Tom's students always seemed to choose reading material that was primarily fiction. He wanted them to feel equally comfortable selecting something informative that would teach them a new skill or explain how to use something; for example, a home repair manual, information that explained how to care for a new pet, or an owner's manual for a new car or VCR. He organized a few copies of these through which students could look during the class period if they wished.

He then prepared a book report format that worked with the type of informational book he was going to have them read, and he reserved a period of library time for his students to actually check out "how to" books. He thought through this assignment, photocopied the book report format, gathered large sheets of chart paper and markers, and then double-checked his materials.

Activity Starter

Tom began the lesson by mentioning to his students his observation that they seemed to prefer fictional writing to pieces of nonfiction, and he asked them to brainstorm examples of non-fiction informational materials that they used in their homes or observed their families and friends using. He supplemented this with his own ideas and included the materials that he had gathered from his house and around the classroom.

He then invited them to join him in the Media Center to select books that explained how to do something that they didn't know much about, but which interested them. Students were excited as they discovered books on everything from how to use sign language to how to build birdhouses.

As they enthusiastically poured over their selections, Tom explained that this type of book was read differently from novels; instead of reading sequentially for pleasure, readers of how-to books should flip through them, stop and examine critical points of interest according to their knowledge base, and then go back and look some more.

Next, Tom asked the students to complete their books and present their newly learned skills to the class using this book report format, which he had them copy onto large sheets of paper:

(Your name) KNOWS HOW TO:
(What you learned how to do) 

HERE'S HOW YOU DO IT:
(In this section, take what you have learned and broadly explain how to do it with a step-by-step process, including written or drawn illustrations.)
What a success! The student who learned how to draw sharks took his classmates through a step-by-step approach with his written explanations and drawn illustrations. The young lady who learned how to fold origami made her project with three-dimensional origami pieces and actually attached each folded step in the process to her chart paper. Students displayed creativity and imagination in this book-reporting format, and they obviously enjoyed it!

**Making the Connection**

Tom realized that his point had been proven when, after displaying the charts in the classroom and hallway, he found his students discussing them and actually trying them out for many days.

Clearly, the students not only enjoyed learning a new skill, but were intrigued by the skills and topics presented by their peers. They quickly realized that the Media Center is more than a depository for novels; it's a resource for learning many new and relevant skills. Tom often referenced this and even had an occasional student go to the library to check out a book on a topic that presented itself to the class through discussion or planning.

**Objectives Addressed**

1.02 Explore expressive materials that are read, heard, and viewed by...
2.01 Respond to informational materials that are read, heard, and/or viewed by...
5.02 Study characteristics of literary genres through...reading a variety of literature and other text...
Music as Poetry

Teacher Preparation

Anala always heard many of her students groan when she mentioned poetry, and this bothered her because she fully understood the beauty of the genre. She knew that poetry was not only a lovely part of her literary interests, but also a common part of life; it played as television and radio jingles, it introduced new products to the public, and it expressed a neighbor's feelings about meeting an important person. Therefore, she wanted to generate more personal interest, enthusiasm, and understanding among her seventh graders for this genre and her upcoming poetry unit.

She knew her students began learning poetry as young children with nursery rhymes, and she also knew that they were familiar with many poetry terms from past grade-level studies. She felt like her job was the easy part: to build on that knowledge base and to simply get them feeling positive about poetry—and then she had it! Is there anything young adolescents love more than music? It gives them common conversation, an excuse to socialize, a reason to read, and an outlet for their emotions. She would introduce poetry with music! After all, music is poetry.

Anala dusted off her old 45 and 33 records, and gathered some cassette tapes and a few current CDs, which reflected both various elements of poetry and the history of recorded music. She made copies of a few of the song lyrics, thought through some small group configurations for the students, gathered colored pencils with which each group would write, and carefully thought through each step of her important lesson.

Activity Starter

Anala began her introductory lesson by asking her students to read a few nursery rhymes and share memories about them from childhood. With their interest secured, she moved into a model of finding the poetic elements within those verses, and she reviewed things like meter, rhyme scheme, and repetition. Next she played some of her old childhood nursery records and was delighted to see some of the students nodding their heads and singing along. From there, she bridged the discussion into music as poetry and asked her students to share a few of their favorite song titles, both old and current.

She then invited them to work in small groups where they read some song lyrics and found their poetic elements. The lyrical poetry that she had selected was actually much more sophisticated than nursery rhymes and included a wider variety of poetic elements, like alliteration, similes and onomatopoeia.

The groups enthusiastically located these elements, color-coding them directly on the copies that Anala had supplied. She also asked them to determine the theme of the poem (song) and to look for other messages that the verses intended to share. Students poured over the assignment! Next, Anala actually played the songs, and they enjoyed discussing both the words and the role of the music as she played each. She realized that she had succeeded in introducing her love of poetry through music!
Making the Connection

Anala closed this introductory lesson by inviting her students to bring in music that they especially enjoyed, including the words. She used this as an opportunity to discuss contemporary lyrics and to ask her students to help her establish a rating system for their age group that could be applied to each song. What makes a song appropriate or inappropriate for a certain age group to buy? What type of rating does the music industry supply? How does the First Amendment fit into these questions?

Finally, she created a careful transition into narrative, romantic, and other types of poetry, including some of the students' favorite authors like Dr. Seuss, Shel Silverstein, and Jack Prelutsky. She returned to this genre many times throughout the year and often enjoyed the examples of poetry in everyday life that her students spontaneously shared. There certainly was no doubt in her mind: her students had discovered the joy of poetry through an initial study of their favorite music!

Objectives Addressed

5.01 Increase fluency, comprehension, and insight through a meaningful and comprehensive reading program by...engaging in small group discussions...analyzing the effects on texts of such literary devices...analyzing the effects of such elements as...

5.02 Study the characteristics of literary genres through...reading a variety of literature and other text
Practical Punctuation

Teacher Preparation

Martina knew the importance of punctuation in written conversation, and she wanted her students to have fun practicing punctuation usage in that same situation. She decided to begin with a review of the rules on punctuation and then, by engaging her students through recording their favorite activity—talking!

She felt this would help her students see a practical use for punctuation, while giving them some much-needed practice in using proofreading symbols for editing. Martina gathered copies of punctuation rules from her textbook and proofreading symbols from her NCDPI materials. In final preparation, she did the following: wrote a model for the students to follow, organized their portfolios, secured a stack of colored paper, gathered colored pencils for proofreading, and then mentally reviewed her lesson, making a few final notes about the process.

Activity Starter

Martina began her class by reviewing the rules of punctuation that are most often used in written dialogue; for example, how to use quotation marks, how to change written lines for each speaker, and how to indent. She asked students to share lessons from past grade-levels, which reinforced the point that this was a review. Finally, she ended by turning to their literature books for published examples. It was easy to then move into the fact that written dialogue is generally more interesting and alive than narrative summaries of a scene. With that accomplished, she closed her introduction with a review of the proofreading symbol chart.

Now for the assignment! She asked students to think back to a recent conversation they’d had which was especially memorable for them, and to record it on paper in a minimum of 15 to 20 lines. This could have been a phone conversation, a chat with a friend in the cafeteria, a conversation with a family member, or perhaps questions and answers with a sales clerk; the possibilities were really limited only to a good memory and the required length.

Using her model as necessary, she then asked the students to write the conversation on colored paper using correct punctuation. When done, she asked them to exchange their papers with a partner and to use a colored pencil and the proofreading symbols to edit each other’s work. Students then returned the papers to their authors and discussed them thoroughly, with each rewriting his or her conversation using correct grammar and punctuation.

To close the lesson, students were given the opportunity to verbally share their conversations “on stage” with another student. Martina then reviewed them herself, made decisions about their mastery of the topic, and finally placed them in their portfolios.
Making the Connection

Students were able to see the practical use of grammar and punctuation in everyday language by realizing that correct usage helps get their message across to both listener and reader. Martina was able to use this exercise as a springboard for future lessons and additional examples. It also encouraged students to begin using dialogue more frequently in their writings.

Objectives Addressed

1.03 Interact in group settings by...offering personal opinions confidently without dominating
6.01 Model an understanding of conventional written and spoken expression by...using a variety of sentences correctly, punctuating them properly
6.02 Continue to identify and edit errors in spoken and written English by...mastering proofreading symbols for editing...producing final drafts
Teacher Preparation

Jamal knew his students enjoyed sharing in creative ways books they had read. He wanted to select a genre of literature that would combine social studies and literature. Jamal decided historical fiction novels would do just that. Jamal knew his students were studying about the circumstances surrounding the Civil War in North Carolina. He wanted his students to connect with a major character in the novel within its historical context. He knew just what he would do! Jamal reviewed his presentation; gathered his wig, overcoat, and cane, and was ready to go!

Activity Starter

Part One: Jamal began by taking his students to the media center to chose a historical fiction novel set around the time of the Civil War. Students were to read this novel during in-class reading time and for homework. Jamal also chose a historical fiction novel and read with his students.

Part Two: After having completed their novels, Jamal and his students each chose a character to study in depth. They used their social studies textbook and other materials from the media center to discover more about the time period in which their characters lived and the role of their characters in the context of their societies. Soon the students began to understand the historical people who could have been the inspirations for their novels' characters. They also gained a deeper understanding of the time period in which their characters lived.

Part Three: Now for the fun part! Jamal introduced the Book Talk format he wanted each student to follow by modeling an example. Jamal dressed in the role of his character by wearing a wig, adding a cane, throwing on an old dusty overcoat, and topping it off with a pipe. Once in character, Jamal talked about the Civil War from his personal perspective, as it affected his family, his health, and his future. Students were captivated by the power of Jamal's character, and saw history come alive. They were excited about preparing a similar Book Talk for their chosen character.

Part Four: Jamal asked his students to come to class with props and/or dress representing their character and to offer a five-minute presentation on their life and role within the novel and the time period. Afterwards, Jamal had each student write an impromptu essay on his/her character and reflections about his/her life within the novel.
Making the Connection

Once the Book Talks were completed, Jamal cautioned his students to be mindful of a person or character's personal perspective before judging him/her. He reminded students that the time period in which people live contributes greatly to their outlook, behavior, and perspectives. Jamal encouraged his students to be open to different viewpoints as they studied and read historical materials.

Objectives Addressed

1.01 Reflect on learning experiences by...evaluating how personal perspectives...
2.01 Analyze and evaluate informational materials that are read, heard, and/or viewed by...making connections
4.03 Use the stance of a critic to...consider alternative points of view
5.02 Study the characteristics of literary genres (fiction, nonfiction, drama an poetry) through...reading a variety of literature
6.02 Continue to identify and edit errors in spoken and written English by...independently practicing formal oral presentations
Teacher Preparation

Jamie knew that Information Goal Two was emphasized in the eighth grade. She decided to integrate English language arts, social studies, and computer technology skills into a mini research project. A topic that had generated much discussion and interest in her classroom was aviation. Jamie consulted with the media specialist and together they generated a list of aviators for her students to research. She wanted her students to use a variety of resources and, as a final product, to prepare a presentation using computer software designed for that purpose. Jamie reserved the media center for the research and also reserved the computer lab to create the finished product. She thought through a time line and rubric for her students and mentally rehearsed her presentation of the research project. Jamie wanted to be sure to exhibit enthusiasm for this exciting process.

Activity Starter

As a jumping off point, Jamie placed a KWL chart on the board with the heading, “Early Aviation,” and the discussion got rolling. Students immediately picked up on Kitty Hawk and the Wright Brothers, and then the discussion slowed down. This was a great point to motivate the students to think more deeply, so Jamie asked questions such as, “Who is this country’s greatest flyer?” and “Who deserves to be included in an Aviators’ Hall of Fame?” Then Jamie handed out the list of aviators and allowed students to choose one to research. She also gave them a list of the information that needed to be included in their final product. Before going to the media center to begin their research, she reminded students of the research process, including various resources and the school's preferred method for citing works. She also cautioned them regarding plagiarism. Students then proceeded to the media center to begin their research.

Information to be included in your final product:

- A picture of the aviator
- A short biography of the aviator or an event that made him/her famous
- Explanation of his/her greatest achievement
- Justification for why this aviator should be in the “Aviator’s Hall of Fame”
- Other pictures (if available) of the person, his/her flying craft, or his/her great achievement

Some students were unable to locate all of the information that they needed from books, so they also accessed the Internet to find additional resources. After several days researching in the media center, the class moved into the computer lab. Jamie knew that the students had varying levels of experience with the presentation software, so she assigned students into buddy groups in which at least one of the students had extensive experience with the program. Students were encouraged to consult their buddy group with questions before asking Jamie, so that she could circulate to monitor everyone's progress. When a student and his/her buddy group had difficulty with a task, Jamie either explained the procedure to the entire group or asked for the media/technology specialist to explain it. Students who needed more time to complete their assignment were offered the opportunity to work on theirs before and after school.
Making the Connection

Presentation Day brought excitement and pride to the students. They had completed a research project that included English language arts, social studies, technology, and science. Students were respectful as the presentations continued throughout several days. Jamie allowed the students to score each other's presentations based on the quality of their research and the presentation. Jamie knew this experience gave her students confidence in their research and presentation style and realized what a benefit this would be to them now and in the future.

Objectives Addressed

2.01 Analyze and evaluate informational materials that are read, heard, and/or viewed by... summarizing information
2.02 Create a research product in both written and presentational form by...researching and organizing information; using notes; citing sources
6.01 Model an understanding of conventional written and spoken expression by...applying correct language
6.02 Continue to identify and edit errors in spoken and written English by...producing final drafts
Mini Exit Project

Teacher Preparation

Tara knew that the Informational Goal Two was emphasized in eighth grade; she also knew her school district required a Senior Exit Exam before students could graduate from high school. Tara realized that practice in research, writing, and presentation would be of great benefit to her students, so she thought through a research assignment. She met with her school's media specialist who helped her think through the process. Tara was delighted when the media specialist offered to come to the class and speak to the students on plagiarism, taking notes using index cards, and citing resources. Tara realized this assignment would take approximately nine weeks to complete, so she worked on a timeline, created a rubric, secured research times in the media center, and scheduled computer time. Tara hoped her enthusiasm would be contagious and her students would enjoy this opportunity to research a subject in which they were interested.

Activity Starter

Tara introduced the activity by telling students that they would spend the next nine weeks researching a topic of their choice. When some of her students had difficulty choosing topics, Tara suggested possible career choices and topics from their science and social studies courses. Their final product would be a research-based essay and a formal, oral presentation. Tara gave students a project timeline outlining when various elements of the project were due.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Due Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Select and narrow topic</td>
<td>Beginning week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begin research</td>
<td>1 week later</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thesis and outline due</td>
<td>1 week later</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note cards due</td>
<td>1 week later</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submit first draft</td>
<td>1 week later</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second draft due</td>
<td>1 week later</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed project due</td>
<td>2 weeks later</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>End of grading period</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tara gave her students a rubric detailing how the project would be evaluated. Tara and the media specialist worked closely with the students throughout their research process and offered support and encouragement. Tara made it clear that she was available to the students, if they wanted extra help or extra time in the media center. Each student received a grade based upon how well he/she was able to follow the timeline. Tara continued to offer support and encouragement during the entire process. Towards the end of the time line, Tara scheduled presentation days and invited parents and guardians to the classroom to see the finished products.
Making the Connection

Tara knew this would be a big project for her students – one in which essential skills were practiced. She emphasized how this experience would offer solid ground for future research projects. Tara reminded her students that a Senior Exit Project is required of all seniors in their school district as a criterion for graduation. Student presentations enhanced students’ self-confidence and ability and offered an opportunity for parents and members of the community to come into the school and celebrate student achievement.

Objectives Addressed

2.01 Analyze and evaluate informational materials that are read, heard, and/or viewed by...summarizing information

2.02 Create a research product in both written and presentational form by...researching and organizing information; using notes; citing sources

6.01 Model an understanding of conventional written and spoken expression by...applying correct language conventions

6.02 Continue to identify and edit errors in spoken and written English by...producing final drafts
Research and Presentation

Teacher Preparation

In the teacher's lounge, Frank heard a sixth grade science teacher say that she was excited about beginning a unit on space exploration, but that she wished she had the time to put together a flashy introduction using the presentation software on her computer. This reminded Frank that he still needed to get together a list of topics from which his students could choose to complete their research project. Suddenly Frank realized that he could solve the other teacher's problem and his own rather simply.

Instead of randomly selecting topics for his students to research and present, Frank would get the topics from his fellow faculty members. Each student would be paired with a faculty member and the student would then prepare a presentation suited to meet that teacher's needs. It was a win-win situation. The students would be more likely to complete this project, knowing that someone was counting on him/her and, because the project would have an authentic purpose. The teachers would receive presentations suitable for use in their classrooms. Frank designed a sample presentation to show his class. He knew that the several hours it took him to do this would pay off in the long run, since his kids would have seen a high quality presentation as an example. Because Frank wasn't very experienced with this software program, he got additional advice and assistance from his school's media coordinator. Frank also scheduled plenty of time in the computer lab and the media center for his students to complete their research and presentation!

After preparing his example presentation, creating a timeline for project completion, and guideline sheets to give to his students, Frank mentally reviewed his lesson.

Activity Starter

Frank presented his computerized slide show as an introduction to his students' research projects. He distributed written guidelines for the project that included the minimum number of resources required, the timeline for completion, and the protocol for working with their cooperating teachers. The student/teacher partnerships developed through a series of meetings and email correspondence. Students did a majority of the research in their school's media center or on the Internet in their school's computer lab. The projects ranged from "Effects of the European Colonization of Africa" to "The History of CPR." The students did mock presentations for Frank and their classmates before presenting to their cooperating teachers. Some of the students were asked to present to the cooperating teacher's actual class, while others simply trained their teacher partner on how to make the presentation himself/herself. The students were so excited about their success, that they decided to throw themselves a party one evening after school and invite their family members to see their presentations.
Making the Connection

Frank had given his students a real-world experience. Each had not only developed a collegial relationship with an adult, but they had also worked in a situation similar to one they might experience in the work place: developing a presentation to suit someone else's specifications. Many of the students began to think about the senior exit project they knew they would have to complete to graduate from high school. They knew it would be a big task - but with this experience under their belts - one they could manage.

Objectives Addressed

2.01 Analyze and evaluate informational materials that are read, heard and/or viewed by... summarizing information
2.02 Create a research product in both written and presentational form by...determining purpose; evaluating information; citing resources; employing graphics
6.01 Model an understanding of conventional written and spoken expression by...applying correct language
6.02 Continue to identify and edit errors in spoken and written English by...producing final drafts; independently practicing formal oral presentations
Problem/Solution

Teacher Preparation

John wanted his students to understand the problem-solution process through a hands-on activity that would allow them to SEE how the problem-solution process works. John knew that the classroom novel they were reading had a chapter coming up that presented a real problem. The main character was faced with a challenging situation, and John wanted his students to explore all of the possible ways the character could deal with this conflict.

As John was thinking through this lesson, he realized he wanted each student to have an opportunity to reflect on a possible solution to the problem. Also, he wanted the students to share and compare their solutions in groups.

John also decided that a visual would be helpful for students to “see” the solution. He thought through the entire lesson and collected scissors and construction paper for each student.

Activity Starter

After reading the chapter in their novel where the main character faced a crisis situation, John stopped the novel and asked students to close their books. He and the students discussed all the different issues that affected the main character to this point in the story. Then, he asked each student to put themselves in the shoes of the main character and think through a possible solution. He asked the students to think for five minutes before they wrote, and then gave them plenty of time to complete their writing.

After each student was finished, John placed the students in groups of two or three. Each student shared his or her solution with each other. Next, John asked the groups to create a “Thought Bubble Diagram” illustrating all of the ways that they believed the character could solve his/her problem. Students used scissors and construction paper and cut out a series of “thought bubbles.” In each “thought bubble” the students explained a different possible solution to the character’s problem. Finally, each group glued all of its “thought bubbles” onto a large piece of construction paper. Once all the groups had completed their diagrams, John had the groups to share with the class.

Now that all the possible solutions had been discussed and visual representations of them had been produced, John asked each student to write down which solution seemed most viable to them and to offer two reasons to support their opinion.

Students couldn't wait to read the next chapter of their novel!
Making the Connection

John discussed with students how one goes about finding a solution to a problem. He shared a personal experience in which he had a decision to make. He put a line down the center of a piece of paper and listed all the "pros" and "cons." Also, he told them how he had asked for the advice of people for whom he had great respect. John later asked students to reflect on a conflict they were experiencing and how they could go about solving the problem.

Objectives Addressed

1.03 Interact in group activities and/or seminars in which the student...shares personal reactions
3.02 Refine the use of the problem-solution process by...evaluating problems and solutions
4.03 Use the stance of a critic to...consider alternative points of view; remain fair-minded
Teacher Preparation

Nashonda knew her students came to her with two different ways of speaking. One was the informal speech of casual conversation among friends. Another was the more formal, polite speech they used with adults in school, elders at home, and adults in their communities. Nashonda wanted her students to realize that written language can also be found in two basic forms: 1) the most recognized form of Standard English found in textbooks, newspapers, and periodicals; and 2) dialect. Because the "deep structure" [or meaning] of dialect can usually be translated into Standard English, her goal was to encourage students to begin writing in Standard English, with more attention to writing in complete sentences with correct subject-verb agreement and proper punctuation.

Nashonda recorded a two-minute clip of a popular sitcom in which a lot of dialect was spoken. She wrote a script for the portion of the show recorded on the video. She carefully rewrote the lines, so that, instead of the dialect that was spoken in the video, she had the characters speak in Standard English. Then, Nashonda searched through several novels to find passages that had many examples of dialect in them. She ran off copies of the pages for each student and then carefully thought through her lesson.

Activity Starter

Part One: Nashonda began the class by asking for several volunteers to act out the scene from the video using the script she had rewritten into standard English. She told them it was a scene from a recent episode of _______ (the name of the sitcom). As the scene ended, she asked for the classroom audience to comment on the scene. When many students commented that the scene sounded "funny," she asked why. They told her that this was not how the characters generally spoke. She had them to give some examples of how the television characters would have said the same lines. She then played the clip to affirm what the students had observed. She explained to the class that on the show the characters often spoke in dialect, while the written scripts had asked for the actors to speak the same lines in Standard English. As a class they discussed why the scriptwriters might have chosen to have the characters to speak in dialect and what effect this choice had on the humor, plot, and characterization of the show.

Part Two: Nashonda told the students that dialect can be written into literature, as well. She told them that they were going to read through some passages that were written in dialect. She distributed to the students passages and asked them to take a piece of notebook paper and fold it in half lengthwise. At the top of one half they wrote "Dialectic Expression" while at the top of the other half, "Standard English." She chose a passage to read aloud to them. She had the students to raise their hands when they heard an expression of dialect. She then called on one of them to identify the expression, and she wrote the expression on the overhead. They copied it on their paper in the "Dialectic Expression" column. She asked the class what the dialectic expression meant in Standard English. When they came up with the meaning, she wrote it on the overhead transparency. They copied it onto their papers under the "Standard English" column. After this procedure had been repeated enough, so that the students knew how to translate the expressions, Nashonda placed the students in pairs. She asked the pairs to...
continue reading the passage. Nashonda asked them to pick any eight sentences that contained dialect and rewrite them in Standard English. She emphasized that they were to use correct subject-verb agreement and the conventions of written English. After a set time, the class reconvened and shared their work.

Part Three: After the pairs had shared their translations, Nashonda challenged them to return to their reading passage to answer the following questions:

1. Why most likely did the author choose to write using dialect?
2. Is all of the passage written in dialect or just the dialogue of the characters? Why did the author choose to write it this way?
3. How would the reader's understanding of the passage have been different without the use of dialect?

After the pairs had answered these questions, Nashonda facilitated a discussion about the power and use of dialect in literature based on the passages the students had analyzed.

**Making the Connection**

Nashonda asked her students to watch television commercials, current sit-coms, and popular shows. If they heard examples of dialect, she asked them to record examples and bring them to share with the class. Throughout the year students made note of the use of dialect in the media, in literature, and in their own lives.

**Objectives Addressed**

4.01 Analyze the purpose of the author or creator and the impact of that purpose...
   evaluating underlying assumptions

6.01 Model an understanding of conventional written and spoken expression by...
   evaluating the use and power of dialects/ using subject-verb agreement
Teacher Preparation

Levi knew that having students evaluate public documents would give them practice in determining tone, style, and use of language. Tone is the writer's attitude toward a subject; and by examining this, Levi knew his students would become adept at looking through the eyes of the writer to discover the author's perspective. To introduce this study, Levi had students read the texts of two significant speeches: "Gettysburg Address" by Abraham Lincoln and "I Have a Dream" by Martin Luther King, Jr. Levi gathered copies of the two speeches for each student, highlighters, and poster paper. He then carefully thought through the lesson.

Activity Starter

Levi handed out copies of Lincoln's "Gettysburg Address" and directed students to read the speech, using a highlighter to underline words and phrases that gave hints and clues to the tone of the speech. He used the first few lines to model what he wished the students to do. Afterwards, he directed students to work in pairs to highlight other words and phrases that appear in the speech which suggest Lincoln's tone. He then had them discuss the words and phrases they had highlighted. Each pair listed their responses on the left of a two-columned page of poster paper. At the bottom of the column, he asked students to write one sentence that captured the tone of the speech. The class noted that Lincoln used "dedicated," "devotion," and "consecrate" several times. They also pointed out Lincoln's use of repetition in the final sentence.

Next Levi asked students to read King's "I Have a Dream" speech, again highlighting words and phrases reflecting the speech's tone. Students then returned to their partners, discussed the words and phrases that suggested the tone, and recorded those in the right column of the poster paper. At the bottom of the column, students then again wrote one sentence capturing the speech's tone.

Finally, he instructed students to display their posters around the classroom. He then drew a large Venn diagram on the board with the title of each speech heading the two circles. Using the information displayed on posters, Levi guided students to compare and contrast the tones of the two speeches. As they did this verbally, he recorded their responses on the Venn diagram. He led his students in a discussion of how authors, especially speechwriters, choose their words carefully in order to project a certain tone. Levi also discussed with his students the historical significance of each speech, and he made sure that the students understood that King was referring to Lincoln in the first line of the "I Have a Dream" speech.
Making the Connection

After this lesson, Levi had his students watch a portion of a televised speech and to record key words or repetitive phrases in their journals. Afterwards, they discussed the effect that the use of language (word choice, emphasis, etc.) had on them, and if the speech influenced their opinion of the issue one way or another.

Objectives Addressed

1.03 Interact in group activities and/or seminars in which the student...gives reasons and cites examples
2.01 Analyze and evaluate informational materials that are read, heard, and/or viewed by... extending ideas
3.01 Evaluate a variety of public documents by...judging the effectiveness
4.01 Analyze the purpose of the author or creator and the impact of that purpose by... evaluating underlying assumptions
4.02 Develop (with limited assistance) and apply appropriate criteria to evaluate the quality of the communication by...drawing conclusions
Exploring Genre

Teacher Preparation

Olivia wanted to introduce her students to the idea that an author's choice of genre has a great impact on the piece of writing he/she is creating. She wanted an activity that would appeal to her second-language learners, her below grade level readers, and her most advanced readers. Olivia chose a repetitive narrative poem with which she knew most of her students were familiar. She used this poem as the starting point for her lesson. Finally, Olivia reserved the computer lab and mentally ran through each step of her new lesson.

Activity Starter

Olivia handed out copies of the narrative poem and asked her students to follow along as she read the poem. Then, she asked them to write down whatever came into their minds as the poem was read, and any particular parts they enjoyed or about which they had questions. Afterwards, they shared their ideas with the class. Olivia asked students to find literary elements in the poem and to decide how they affected the reader. Next, Olivia asked the students to think about how the narrative would be different, if it had been written as a short story, rather than a poem. They discussed the elements of a short story, and brainstormed how the poem could be transformed into a short story.

After this discussion, Olivia gave them their assignment. Students were to turn the story within the poem into a factual newspaper article. Students were already familiar with the format for newspaper articles. They began this assignment in class and were to complete it for homework. On the next day, students exchanged their articles with classmates who offered constructive criticism and helped to identify grammatical errors. Olivia took the students to the computer lab, so that the students could type the article in a format that resembled a newspaper article.

Making the Connection

Throughout the year Olivia continued to help her students see that the author's choice of genre shaped the meaning of the literary work. Often students took current events out of the newspaper and presented them in the form of poems or short stories. Olivia was pleased that this process helped to heighten the students' awareness of the author's choice of literary genre.
Objectives Addressed

5.01 Increase fluency, comprehension, and insight through a meaningful and comprehensive reading program by...taking an active role

5.02 Study the characteristics of literary genres (fiction, nonfiction, drama, and poetry) through...evaluating what impact literary elements have; evaluating how the author's choice and use

6.01 Model an understanding of conventional written and spoken expression by...applying correct language conventions

6.02 Continue to identify and edit errors in spoken and written English by...producing final drafts
Teacher Preparation

Antonio knew that his students were struggling to figure out unfamiliar words when they read. He decided that they needed to refresh their understanding of prefixes, root words, and suffixes as meaningful word parts. He also knew that when students learn common word parts and their definitions, they can gain more meaning from text. With this knowledge, students can expand their reading vocabularies, comprehend a wider variety of texts, and understand more difficult texts.

Before he began, Antonio obtained a list of commonly encountered prefixes, root words, suffixes, and their definitions. He made sure to include only the most common ones, so he wouldn't overload his students with too much information at once. He also gathered a large piece of chart paper and a marker, so that class brainstorming could be recorded and posted. Antonio was excited about presenting this lesson, because students of all levels could gain from this knowledge. He carefully thought through each stage of his lesson.

Activity Starter

Antonio began by putting a familiar prefix on the board. He asked students to brainstorm with him and think of every word they could with that prefix in it. As they thought of words, he wrote them under the prefix. When they ran out of words, he added some of his own. He asked the class to consider the definitions of the words on the list. What did the definitions have in common? Could they arrive at a definition of the prefix based on the definitions of the listed words? Antonio wrote the definition next to the prefix. He appointed a class scribe to copy down the prefix, definition, and the listed words on a large piece of chart paper. He then posted the list in the classroom.

Making the Connection

Antonio repeated the procedure with prefixes, root words, and suffixes and posted these charts in the room. He encouraged students to add words to the lists. The students found words in periodicals, newspapers, textbooks, television programs, and movies. As the lists grew, Antonio encouraged students to use these lists during in-class writing. Antonio knew this lesson was a success, when he saw his students frequently refer to the charts they had made as they worked on their writing assignments.

Objectives Addressed

6.01 Model an understanding of conventional written and spoken expression by... determining the meaning; extending vocabulary knowledge
Teacher Preparation

Cheyenne knew that one of the objectives in Goal Six expected students to evaluate the use and power of dialects. The new unit she was beginning included several selections using dialect. She determined that this was a good time to work on this objective and to help her students gain an in-depth understanding of dialects.

She decided to have her students conduct a Dialect Survey of five people they knew outside of the classroom and let this be the basis for dialect exploration and awareness. Cheyenne made copies of the survey, prepared an overhead survey sample to use as a model, and found three examples of dialect to share with the class. She thought through the lesson and gathered her materials. Cheyenne was excited because she knew her students would really enjoy this interesting lesson!

**SAMPLE DIALECT SURVEY: DATA SHEET**

Person interviewed __________________________
Occupation ______________ Gender ____ Age ___
Highest grade completed in school ______________
Places where you have lived __________________
Father grew up in __________________________
Mother grew up in _________________________

What do you call each of these items? Please give the first answer that comes to mind.

1. a carbonated drink
2. a device on the outside of the house used to turn water on and off
3. a fabric on rollers hung over a window
4. a large piece of furniture usually found in a living room on which at least three people can sit
5. long sheer leg coverings worn by women
6. an electrical appliance used for mixing ingredients in cooking
7. the object on which records are played
8. a piece of cloth used to wash dishes
9. the room in the house in which the tub, sink, and toilet are located
10. the utensil in which food is fried
Cheyenne began the lesson by reading several samples of various English dialects. She had her students guess where the character might have lived. Then she discussed with the class how an individual's choice of words is often influenced by where he/she grew up, when he/she grew up, and his/her family background.

Cheyenne then placed the sample Dialect Survey on the overhead projector and had one of her students interview her. The students enjoyed hearing Cheyenne's responses. Afterward, she handed out the survey copies to her students to collect data. She encouraged her students to interview five people from different age groups and backgrounds. After a week, students came back to class and compiled the results of their surveys.

Cheyenne worked with the Technology Specialist in her school and scheduled time in the computer lab for students to produce a computer-generated bar graph comparing their individual surveys with the class as a whole. During this unit, students continued to discuss dialect and evaluate its use and power in literature.

Cheyenne built on this lesson as students continued to read literature that used various forms of dialect. She opened their awareness of their own use of dialect and the difference between standard and nonstandard English usage.

Objectives Addressed

2.02 Create a research product in both written and presentational format by...employing graphics such as charts
6.01 Model an understanding of conventional written and spoken expression by...evaluating the use and power of dialects
Connecting the Dots: A Handbook Series for Teachers of Grades 6-8 ELA

Volume II
All About BOOKS
Many teachers encourage their students to read award-winning books. While the Newbery Award is the most well-known, there are many other awards which honor titles appropriate for middle school students. The following is a description of several recognized awards that include lists of award-winning books which are suitable for middle school students. In addition, many groups such as the American Library Association and the National Council for Teachers of English annually publish lists of the year’s best books. A list of these sources follows.

**Newbery Award Books**

Since its inception in 1922, the Newbery Medal has been awarded annually by the American Library Association for the most distinguished children’s book published in the previous year by an American author. Award winners and honor books are chosen for their excellence and individuality. Fiction, nonfiction and poetry titles are all eligible to win, either as the gold medal or as honor books. Because of their consistent high quality, Newbery Medal and Honor books are recommended for use as class novels, literature circles and individual reading choices.

For more information about the history of the award and for a complete list of Newbery medal winners and honor books, use this Internet site: www.ala.org/alsc/newbery.html


The following is a list of Newbery Medal and Honor books published since 1990, both fiction and nonfiction, which are suitable for middle school students:

- Avi. *Nothing But The Truth; The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle*
- Bauer, Joan. *Hope Was Here*
- Brooks, Bruce. *What Hearts*
- Coman, Carolyn. *What Jamie Saw*
- Conly, Jane Leslie. *Crazy Lady*
- Couloumbis, Audrey. *Getting Near to Baby*
- Creech, Sharon. *Walk Two Moons; The Wanderer*
- Curtis, Christopher Paul. *Bud, Not Buddy; The Watsons Go to Birmingham--1963*
- Cushman, Karen. *Catherine Called Birdy; The Midwife's Apprentice*
- DeCamillo, Kate. *Because of Winn Dixie*
- Farmer, Nancy. *The Ear, the Eye and the Arm; A Girl Named Disaster*
- Fenner, Carol. *Yolanda's Genius*
- Freedman, Russell. *Eleanor Roosevelt*
- Gantos, Jack. *Joey Pigza Loses Control; Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key*
- Giff, Patricia Reilly. *Lily's Crossing*
- Hesse, Karen. *Out of the Dust*
- Holm, Jennifer L. *Our Only May Amelia*
Award Winners continued

Konigsburg, E. L. *The View From Saturday*
Levine, Gail Carson. *Ella Enchanted*
Lowry, Lois. *The Giver*
McGraw, Eloise. *The Moorchild*
Myers, Walter Dean. *Monster; Somewhere in the Darkness*
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. *Shiloh*
Peck, Richard. *A Long Way From Chicago; A Year Down Yonder*
Rylant, Cynthia. *Missing May*
Sachar, Louis. *Holes*
Spinelli, Jerry. *Maniac Magee; Wringer*
Turner, Megan Whalen. *The Thief*
White, Ruth. *Belle Prater’s Boy*
Yep, Laurence. *Dragon’s Gate*

Caldecott Award Books

The Caldecott Award is presented annually to the most distinguished picture book for children published that year and created by an American artist. Many of the award winners and honor books are appropriate to use with middle school students, and many have themes or subject matter better appreciated by older students.

For more information about the history of the award and for a complete list of past Caldecott medal winners and honor books, use this Internet site: www.ala.org/alsc/caldecott.html

The following is a list of recent Caldecott Medal and Honor books which are especially suited for middle school students:

Bunting, Eve. *Smoky Night* (David Diaz, ill.)
Isaacs, Anne. *Swamp Angel* (Paul Zelinsky, ill.)
Lester, Julius. *John Henry* (Jerry Pinkney, ill.)
Martin, Jacqueline. *Snowflake Bentley* (Mary Azarian, ill.)
Myers, Walter Dean. *Harlem* (Christopher Myers, ill.)
St. George, Judith. *So You Want to Be President* (David Small, ill.)
San Souci, Robert. *The Faithful Friend* (Brian Pinkney, ill.)
Say, Allen. *Grandfather’s Journey*
Sis, Peter. *Tibet Through the Red Box*
Thayer, Ernest Lawrence. *Casey at the Bat* (Christopher Bing, ill.)
Wisniewski, David. *Golem*
Zelinsky, Paul. *Rapunzel*
Coretta Scott King Award

The Coretta Scott King Award commemorates the life and work of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and honors his widow Coretta Scott King for her continued work for peace and justice. The award has been sponsored by the American Library Association since 1970, and encourages the artistic expression of the African American experience. Recipients of the award are authors and illustrators of African descent whose books promote an understanding and appreciation of the “American Dream.”

For more information about the history of the award and for a complete list of Coretta Scott King Award and honor books by authors and illustrators, use this Internet site: www.ala.org/srt/csking/index.html

The following is a list of recent Coretta Scott King author award and honor books, both fiction and nonfiction, appropriate for middle school students:

Curtis, Christopher Paul. Bud, Not Buddy; The Watsons Go to Birmingham--1963
Draper, Sharon. Forged by Fire
English, Karen. Francie
Grimes, Nikki. Jazmin's Notebook
Hamilton, Edith. Her Stories
Johnson, Angela. Heaven; Toning the Sweep
McKissack, Patricia and Frederick. Black Diamond: The Story of the Negro Baseball Leagues; Christmas in the Big House, Christmas in the Quarters; Rebels Against Slavery: American Slave Revolts
Myers, Walter Dean. Monster; Somewhere in the Darkness
Pickney, Andrea Davis. Let it Shine! Stories of Black Women Freedom Fighters
Taylor, Mildred. Road to Memphis
Walter, Mildred Pitts. Mississippi Challenge
Williams-Garcia, Rita. Like Sisters on the Homefront
Woodson, Jacqueline. From the Notebooks of Melanin Sun; Miracle's Boys

The following is a list of recent Coretta Scott King illustrator award and honor books appropriate for middle school students:

Feelings, Tom. The Middle Passage: White Ships, Black Cargo
Hamilton, Edith. Her Stories (Leo and Diane Dillon, ill.)
Myers, Walter Dean. Harlem (Christopher Myers, ill.)
Price, Leontyne. Aida (Leo and Diane Dillon, ill.)
Rappaport, Doreen. Freedom River (Bryan Collier, ill.)
**Award Winners continued**

**Printz Award**

The Printz Award, sponsored by the Young Adult Library Services Association of the American Library Association, honors books which exemplify literary excellence in young adult literature (ages 12-18). Each year since 2000, there has been one winner and up to four honor books.

For more information about the Printz Award, use this Internet site: www.ala.org.yalsa/printz/index.html

The following is a list of Printz Award winner and honor books which are appropriate for middle school students:

- Almond, David. *Kit’s Wilderness*; *Skellig*
- Anderson, Laurie. *Speak*
- Coman, Carolyn. *Many Stones*
- Myers, Walter Dean. *Monster*

**Mildred L. Batchelder Award**

Sponsored by the American Library Association, The Mildred L. Batchelder Award honors the most outstanding books originally published in a foreign language and subsequently translated into English. This award, presented since 1968, encourages publishers to seek out superior children’s books abroad.

For more information about the Mildred L. Batchelder Award and for a complete list of past recipients, use this Internet site: www.ala.org/alsc/batch.html

The following is a list of Mildred L. Batchelder award and honor books which are recommended for middle school students:

- Carmi, Daniella. *Samir and Yonatan*
- Holub, Josef. *The Robber and Me*
- Lehmann, Christian. *The Ultimate Game*
- Morgenstern, Susie. *Secret Letters from 0 to 10*
- Orlev, Uri. *The Man From the Other Side*
- Quintana, Anton. *The Baboon King*
- Rabinovici, Schoschana. *Thanks to My Mother*
- van der Rol, Ruud. *Anne Frank, Beyond the Diary*
- Wassiljewa, Tatjana. *Hostage to War*
- Yumoto, Kazumi. *The Friends*
Awards Winners continued

National Book Award
The National Book Award is presented annually in November and recognizes outstanding contributions to children's literature with an emphasis on literary merit. There are several nominees each year and one award winner.

The following is a list of recent National Book Award winners which are suitable for middle school students:

Holt, Kimberly. When Zachary Beaver Came to Town
Martinez, Victor. Parrot in the Oven: Mi Vida
Nolan, Han. Dancing on the Edge
Sachar, Louis. Holes
Whelan, Gloria. Homeless Bird

Edgar Allen Poe Award
Presented annually by the Mystery Writers of America, the Edgar Allen Poe Award honors authors for their outstanding contributions to mystery, crime, and suspense writing. There is both a children's and young adult category.

The following is a list of recent Edgar Allen Poe Award winners which are recommended for middle school students:

Hobbs, Will. Ghost Canoe
MacGregor, Rob. Prophecy Rock
Nixon, Joan Lowry. The Name of the Game Was Murder
Taylor, Theodore. The Weirdo
Van Draanen, Wendelin. Sammy Keyes and the Hotel Thief
Vande Velde, Vivian. Never Trust a Dead Man
Werlin, Nancy. The Killer's Cousin

Best Books Lists
Every year, various groups publish their list of best books for a particular age group. These lists can provide teachers and librarians a place to start when looking for new titles to recommend to their students. The following is a list of some of the better known of these lists and how to find them.

ALA Best Books
The American Library Association announces their list of best books at the annual midwinter meeting. The complete list is published in the March editions of School Library Journal and Booklist. You can also find the lists on the Internet.

ALA Notable Books for Children: http://ala.org/alsc/nbook01.html
ALA Best Books for Young Adults: www.ala.org/yalsa/booklists/bbya/
ALA Quick Picks for the Reluctant Reader: www.ala.org/yalsa/booklists/quickpicks/
ALA Book List for the College Bound: www.ala.org/yalsa/booklists/obcb/index.html
Booklist Editors' Choice
Booklist magazine publishes their list of best books in the January issue of Booklist. It can also be found on the Internet: www.ala.org/booklist/005.html

School Library Journal Best Books
School Library Journal publishes their list of best books in the December issue of School Library Journal. The list can also be found on the Internet: www.slj.com/articles/20001201_9277.asp

International Reading Association (IRA)
The International Reading Association publishes several recommended book lists. Their Children's Choice is published in the October issue of Reading Teacher. The teacher's choice list is published in the November issue of Reading Teacher. The young adult choice list is published in the November issue of Journal of Adult and Adolescent Literacy. The lists are also available on the Internet: www.reading.org/choices/.

National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE)
NCTE is an important publisher of books for the teaching of reading and writing K-12. Titles which are periodically updated include Books For You and Your Reading. They also maintain a useful website: www.ncte.org.

NCTE Notable Children's Books in the Language Arts is available online at www.ncte.org/elem/notable/index.html

National Council of Social Studies (NCSS)
The National Council of Social Studies works with the Children's Book Council to publish an annual list of notable social studies books for young people (grades K-8). This is published in the March issue of the journal Science and Children. The current list, as well as the lists for past years, is available online at: www.ncss.org/resources/notable/home.html.

National Science Teachers Association (NSTA)
The National Science Teachers Association works with the Children's Book Council to publish an annual list of outstanding science trade books for children (grades K-8). This list is published in the March issue of Science and Children. The current list, as well as lists from previous years, is available online at: www.nsta.org/pubs/sc/ostblst.asp.

Selected Journals Which Promote Reading in the Middle Grades
ALAN Review
Appraisal: Science Books for Young People
Book Links: Connecting Books, Libraries and Classrooms
Booklist
Horn Book Magazine
Middle School Journal
Plays: The Drama Magazine For Young People
Reading Teacher
Fiction Titles published since 1990

We want our students to read as often and as widely as possible. How do we keep them supplied with good titles to read? This list is a compilation of fiction titles published since 1990. It is culled from bibliographies, lists of award winners, and lists of best books that are popular with and suitable for middle school students. This list is intended to help teachers choose books for their personal libraries; to help teachers select books for literature circles, class novels and book clubs; and to help students decide what to read next. Since the list is not comprehensive, you are encouraged to add your own and your students' favorite titles to the list. Now, reread this paragraph. It does NOT say mandatory nor does it say recommended. Remember, you are the best judge of what will work for your students!

To keep abreast of new children's and young adult titles, as well as award winners, be a frequent visitor to your school's media center, the public library, and your local book store.

- China, Tang Dynasty, Adventure

- Family, Friendship, England, Death, Contemporary


Avi. *Beyond the Western Sea*. Orchard, 1996.
- Adventure, Ireland, Immigration, Nineteenth Century

- School, Freedom of Speech, Contemporary

- Adventure, Sea Stories, Nineteenth Century

- Armenians, Genocide, Twentieth Century

Barrett, Tracy. *Anna of Byzantium*. Delacorte, 1999. Byzantine Empire, Middle Ages

Barron, T. A. *The Lost Years of Merlin*. Philomel, 1996. Fantasy, Merlin


Berry, James. *Ajeemah and His Son*. Perlman, 1992. Slavery, Jamaica, Historical


Cadnum, Michael. *In a Dark Wood*. Orchard, 1998. Middle Ages, Robin Hood


- Fathers and Daughters, Death, South Africa, Contemporary

Award Winners continued

Selected Online Periodicals and Resources
The following is a list of periodicals and resources available online which publish book reviews and book lists appropriate for middle school students.

ALAN Review (NCTE): http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/ejournals/ALAN/
Appraisal Science Books for Young People: www.appraisal.new.edu/
BookList: www.ala.org/booklist/
EvaluTech: www.evalutech.sreb.org/
National Council for the Social Studies: www.socialstudies.org
School Library Journal Online: www.slj.com
Voices From the Middle (NCTE): www.ncte.org/elem/vm/index.html

Selected Children's Literature Web Sites
Carol Hurst's Children's Literature Site: www.carolhurst.com
Children's and Young Adult Literature on the Web: http://members.home.net/albeej/pages/KidLit.html
Children's Literature: http://childrenslit.com
Children's Literature Web Guide: www.ucalgary.ca/~dkbrown/
Database of Award Winning Children's Books: www2.wcoil.com/~ellerbee/childlit.html
Internet School Library Media Center Literary Awards: http://falcon.jmu.edu/~ramseyil/awards.htm
Kay Vanderfrift's Children's Literature Page: http://mariner.rutgers.edu/special/kay/childlit.html
Cooper, Susan. *King of Shadows.* Margaret K. McElderry, 1999. Time Travel, Shakespeare
Cormier, Robert. *In the Middle of the Night.* Delacorte, 1995. I Suspense, Guilt, Contemporary
DeFelice, Cynthia. *Nowhere to Call Home.* Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1999. Great Depression, Orphans
Dickinson, Peter. *A Bone From a Dry Sea.* Delacorte, 1993. Evolution, Paleontology


Gantos, Jack. *Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key.* Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1998. Attention Deficit Disorder, School, Contemporary

Garden, Nancy. *Dove and Sword.* Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1995. Joan of Arc, Middle Ages, France


Hahn, Mary Downing. *Following My Own Footsteps.* Clarion, 1996. Grandparents, Child Abuse, North Carolina, 1940’s


African Americans, Grandparents, Death, Contemporary


Friendship, School, Short Stories, Contemporary

Friendship, Emotional Problems, Mystery, Contemporary


Korean Americans, Prejudice, Football, Contemporary


Slavery, African Americans, North Carolina

Letters, Friendship, Emotional Problems, Contemporary


African Americans, Native Americans, Prejudice, 1880's

McLaren, Clemence. *Inside the Walls of Troy*. Atheneum, 1996. Trojan War, Ancient Greece


Myers, Walter Dean. *Slam! Scholastic, 1996. African Americans, Basketball, Identity, Contemporary*
African Americans, Fathers and Sons, Contemporary

South Africa, Runaways, Contemporary

China, Sex Roles, Twentieth Century


Napoli, Donna Jo. *Zel*. Dutton, 1996. Fairy Tales, Mothers and Daughters

School, Family, Contemporary


Jewish-Arab Relations, Jerusalem, Palestinians, Contemporary

Grandparents, Alzheimer's Disease, Contemporary


United States Civil War, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder


Mothers and Daughters, Dreams, Ghosts, Contemporary


Friendship, Physically Handicapped, Contemporary


Fiction continued

  African Americans, Prejudice, Friendship, Contemporary
  Mystery, Middle School, Contemporary
  Cousins, Parent and Child, Appalachian Region, 1960's
  African Americans, Family, Teenage Mothers, Contemporary
  Japanese Americans, Softball, Prejudice, Point of View, 1940's
  African Americans, Child Sexual Abuse, Contemporary
Notable Nonfiction and Informational Books

Because it is important for our students to read widely and to be able to decipher a variety of texts, we should encourage our students to read nonfiction and informational books both for pleasure and for finding information. Many adults prefer to read nonfiction, and there are many middle school students who prefer this genre as well.

This list provides some examples of exceptional informational titles for middle school students. The list was culled from lists of award winners, lists of best books, and bibliographies. It is not comprehensive—we repeat it is not comprehensive nor is it mandatory! Please add your favorites to the list. You may find that your students have some favorites of their own.


Nonfiction continued


Murphy, Jim. *Blizzard! The Storm That Changed America.* Scholastic, 2000. Weather, United States, Nineteenth Century


Osborne, Mary Pope. *One World, Many Religions.* Knopf, 1996. World Religions

Osborne, Mary Pope. *Favorite Greek Myths.* Scholastic, 1989. Greek Mythology


St. George, Judith. *In the Line of Fire: Presidents' Lives at Stake.* Holiday, 1999. United States Presidents, Assassinations


Industrial Revolution, United States

Great Depression, Migrant Labor


Inventions, Women

Biography, Queens, Great Britain

Autobiography, African Americans, North Carolina

Cambodia, Khmer Rouge, Autobiography

Orphans, United States, Nineteenth Century

Biography, Holocaust, Jews

Picture books, often considered the domain of elementary school students, can be a valuable resource and teaching tool for the middle school teacher. Many picture books are actually written for an older audience and deal with mature themes and complex concepts. The combination of concise text paired with illustrations make the picture book a perfect vehicle for introducing concepts to all students, including learning disabled and non-proficient English speakers. Teachers can use picture books to introduce a unit, as a prompt for a writing exercise, to teach a single concept or idea, or simply for the pure pleasure of reading aloud.

This list of picture books, chosen from bibliographies and lists of best books, is only a sampling of the picture books which can be used with middle school students. Be sure to add your favorites to the list!


**Bjork, Christina.** *Linnea in Monet’s Garden.* R & S Books, 1985. Art, France

**Blumberg, Rhoda.** *Commodore Perry in the Land of the Shogun.* Lothrop, 1985. Japan


**Coleman, Evelyn.** *White Socks Only.* Whitman, 1996. Segregation, Prejudice

**Coville, Bruce.** *William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream.* Dial, 1996. Shakespeare

**Craft, M. Charlotte.** *Cupid and Psyche.* Morrow, 1996. Greek Mythology

**Day, Nancy Raines.** *The Lion’s Whiskers.* Scholastic, 1995. Ethiopia, Folklore

**Demi.** *Buddha.* Henry Holt, 1996. Biography, Buddhism

**Demi.** *The Dalai Lama.* Henry Holt, 1998. Biography, Tibet

**Demi.** *One Grain of Rice.* Scholastic, 1997. Mathematics, Folklore, India


**Foreman, Michael.** *War Game.* Arcade, 1994. World War I


**Goble, Paul.** *The Gift of the Sacred Dog.* Bradbury, 1980. Indians of North America, Folklore


**Kellogg, Steven.** *Sally Ann Thunder Ann Whirlwind Crockett.* Morrow, 1995. Tall Tales, United States


Harriet Tubman, African Americans, Underground Railroad
McKissack, Patricia and McKissack, Frederick L. *Christmas in the Big House, Christmas in the Quarters*. Scholastic, 1994. Slavery, Plantation Life
St. George, Judith. *So You Want To Be President?* Philomel, 2000 Biography, United States Presidents

For additional picture book titles to use with older readers, check out these titles:
Matulka, Denise. Picture This: Picture Books For Young Adults. Greenwood, 1997.
My Favorites
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